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Walk As One--------------by Tracie Reddick
along the bay over the
Challenger Correspondent Davis Islands bridge and
ST. PETERSBURG - end in downtown Tampa.
When it comes to racism,
Registration begins at
some people can talk the 7:15 a.m. and the walk will
talk.
start at 8 a.m. Individuals
But can they walk the and teams of five are ex
walk?
pected to raise $75 or more
If so, they can join to support NCCJ programs.
walkers who are setting the The first 500 walkers to
pace at an event aimed at register will receive antipromoting unity in Tampa discrimination tool kits.
Bay communities.
All participants will
Dubbed, "Walk As receive "Walk as One" TOne," the walkathon will shirts and an array of free
be held in downtown items provided by co-spon
Tampa’s Cotanchobee Park sors that include, among
on Nov. 13.
others, JP Morgan Chase,
"Tampa Bay is ranked Publix
Supermarkets,
number one for hate Capital Marketing and
crimes,” said Donald Melitta USA.
Taylor, Walk As One pro
Residents fed up with
gram coordinator.
the illusion of inclusion
Last year, more than can now "Walk As One”
250 parents, educators and against racism, sexism,
students from Pinellas, homophobia, classism, xe
Pasco and Hillsborough nophobia and discrimina
counties, literally took a tion based on physical and
step against bias, bigotry mental disabilities.
and racism.
"If I ever reach a point
"We’re hoping for a in my work week where I
1,000, but realistically, we feel a sense of frustration
expect about 600 partici about the ongoing issues of
pants this year," Taylor inclusion, I just look
said.
through my fist annual
The event is sponsored Walk As One scrapbook
by National Conference for and feel an overwhelming
Community and Justice sense of accomplishment,”
(NCCJ), an organization said Taylor.
"Seeing the faces,
dedicated to promoting re
spect among all races, reli smiles and diversity that
gions and cultures through made Walk as One special,
advocacy, conflict resolu continues to drive me for
tion and education.
ward in my work.”
“Walk As One is truly
To register as an indi
unique,” Taylor said.
vidual or team - or for
Walkers are expected to more information about the
take a stroll along a scenic walk - call (727) 568route that will take them 9333.

Dr, Kenneth Bryant
one of the pan
elists for the
upcoming African
American Health
Forum.
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Some have criticized Katz for trying to get men to
rally around the issue of domestic
violence.
by Tracie Reddick
mean “African American”
Challenger Correspondent
and “sexual orientation”
ST. PETERSBURG - has become equivalent to
Domestic violence - it’s a “gay.”
man thing.
"It’s one of the charac
Those words are not a teristics of power and priv
slogan on a bumper sticker, ilege. It’s the way the dom
but a philosophy Jackson inant group maintains
Katz wants society to itself,” Katz said. "Men in
adopt.
power need to do some
"Historically, the issue thing about this important
of gender violence has issue that impacts every
been considered a women’s person in this society." ,,,
issue,” said Katz, who was
Katz was spurred into
the guest speaker at a do action 20 years ago. That’s
mestic violence forum held when he founded MVP
last week at the Poynter Strategies. He now serves
Institute.
as director of the organiza
Katz told about 200 tion that provides gender
people gathered at the violence prevention train
forum that the word “gen ing to high school, college
der” has become synony and professional athletes,
mous with women, much as well as to community
like “race” has come to groups and the U.S. mili-

As usual, members of the audience were eager to
bring up O.J. Simpson - and Kobe Bryant - as ath
letes whose star status outshined their violent
behavior toward women.
tary.
anything about women. It’s
Over the past two dec about character and con
ades, Katz has been trying scious, it’s not about sexual
to break the silence among orientation. (The name
men who go along with the calling) is a police function
macho crowd when they that keeps guys silent.”
witness violence against
Katz noted that once
women.
the statistics are broken
"It’s a lot easier to down, it becomes clear that
blame women father than their mothers, sisters, aunts
the men who put them in or mates could become
that situation,” Katz said. abuse victims.
"Many men don’t speak out
For example, 500,000
about this issue because women are raped annually
they don’t want to be - half before they are 18.
labeled as wimps or called Another three women are
gay, which is the most murdered each day as a
ridiculous thing I’ve heard. result of domestic violence,
"Caring about abuse he said.
and violence does not mean
"If they make an emo
we want to have sex with tional connection, they are
men. If that reasoning were more likely to have the
true, then it must mean het
erosexual men don’t care Violence

Bush Rejects BET Offer To
Address Black Americans

The Weekly Challenger welcomes a new
advertiser:
Platinum Gold
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Is Russ Really For Us?

Critics paint Russ as an “angry, black woman”
and said her temperment will make it difficult
for her to fit, let alone influence, fellow commis
sioners.

continued on pg. 6
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Domestic Violence: Women
Are Not At Fault---------------
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by Ed Wiley in
BET founder and CEO
Robert Johnson appealed to
the African American
members of the Bush ad
ministration to urge the
president to reconsider an
invitation to speak to black
Americans in his own
prime-time special on the
network.
On Wednesday, admin
istration officials notified
BET that the president
would not accept Johnson’s
offer - issued 36 days ago to address black Americans
in a half-hour televised
special. Democratic presi
dential nominee Sen. John
Kerry accepted the invita
tion within a few days and,
on Oct. 7, used the oppor
tunity to lay out a variety of
positions favorable to the
black community.
Bush officials said the
president’s schedule could
not accommodate the
request but suggested that
BET contact him again
"after the election," accord
ing to a spokesman for the
network.

In recent months, Bosh officials have bombarded
BET with releases and statements touting the pres
ident’s record in black America.
In an open letter to
Secretary of State Colin
Powell; National Security
Adviser Condoleezza Rice;
Secretary of Education Rod
Paige; Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Alphonso Jackson; and for
mer Oklahoma Republican
Congressman J. C. Watts, a

Bush adviser and friend,
Johnson, urged them to
"ask the President to recon
sider."
"While
we
have
applauded your appoint
ment to such a key role in
the Bush Administration,
political appointments are
not enough when it comes

to communicating the
President’s plan of action
to address issues that Afri
can Americans find impor
tant," Johnson wrote.
In recent months, Bush
officials have bombarded
BET with releases and
statements touting the pres
ident’s record in black
America. But to decline a
rare opportunity to speak
directly to African Ameri
cans in a prime-time forum
with just 12 days left be
fore the election "does not
send a very positive signal
to African Americans,"
Johnson said.
"There is little doubt
that African American vot
ers have the power to de
cide the outcome of this
election," Johnson contin
ued. "Our invitations to
President Bush and Senator
Kerry were each candi
date’s chance to show
African Americans that
their issues, opinions and
their votes really matter."

Name: Sharon Russ
Marital Status: Single, mother of three
Age: 43
Party Affiliation: Republican
Education: Student at St. Petersburg College
Favorite book: Bible
Hobbies: Cooking and studying American History, which
includes black history.
or "R” behind your name.
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent What matters is what is in
ST. PETERSBURG - your heart. You must have
“Russ for us.”
a will to serve people in
That’s the campaign slo order to be a good repre
gan of Sharon Russ, a sentative.”
Republican who is chal
During debates, she
lenging incumbent Ken has lobbied for more selfWelch, Democrat, for the governance in Midtown,
District 7 seat on the Pinel improving the quality of
las County Commission.
education in the county
But as the race winds and making health care
down, one question re more accessible to poor
mains up for debate: Who residents residing in south
the heck is Sharon Russ?
St. Petersburg.
Russ, 43, grew up in
"I’m willing to work
northern Florida and grad hard to improve the quality
uated from Marianna High of life for the women and
School shortly before children who live in
schools were integrated. District 7.1 would provide
She graduated from Chi- jobs and promote self
pola Junior College and is esteem in young women.
currently enrolled at St. My sincere desire is that
Petersburg College, where every child comes into this
she is pursuing a degree in world on a level playing
education.
field. Today, so many chil
Her hobbies include dren in District 7 are bom
cooking and studying with the odds stacked
American history. The against them. The women
youngest of 11 children, are left with the stress of
Russ draws her strength raising too many children
from her mother, grand and lack an opportunity for
mother and her Aunt Clera. a good education. There
"Looking back, I’d say are no jobs for the young
I was always quite radi men. My desire is to bring
cal,” said Russ, whose hope to District 7 and build
favorite politicians include strong family units. Strong
Rudy Bradley and Alan families produce strong
Keyes - because they dared communities.”
to be different. "Once I
In order to do that,
went to vote with my Russ must defeat Welch,
mother and I asked her who she has criticized for
why do black people al getting over on his name
ways vote Democrat? Her sake. "I raise this question
response led me to believe because everyone knows
that she was compelled to there is a good ol’ boy net
vote that way.”
work in Pinellas County it
Not Russ. Over the goes way back,” Russ said.
past seven years, she has "(Ken’s father) David
repeatedly switched party Welch was, and still is, a
affiliations from Democrat major player.
to Republican - and at one
"It is time for change.
time joined the Socialist We must move forward
Party.
and elect representatives
"I am running as a that will have the interest
black Republican in a sin of the people in mind and
gle-member Democrat dis not their own pockets.
trict,” Russ said. "The way These good old boys have
District 7 is drawn makes it stood in the way of the
very difficult for a black progress of the people of
candidate - other than a District 7.”
Democrat to win. I’ve
Russ
found that it does not mat
ter whether their is a "D”
continued on pg. 6

Vote Early for the Nov. 2 General Election
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
A knowledge of his
tory brings a feeling of
fellowship that runs
through the ages - be it a

of memory. To be with no real foundation, and lenger is committed to both the young and old
out history is to live very little meaning for featuring articles of all generations.
ethnic culture for the
without roots or a past, the future.
with the present having
The Weekly Chal- reading enjoyment of

Liberal Dominance Of Black Media Won't Fix Itself
by Michael King

roost His ABC-distributed

Not all blacks are liber

program is among the top

al, but liberals nonetheless

draws not only in black
radio but in urban and sub

dominate the black media.
So what's a conserva
tive - especially a black
conservative - to do about
it?
For one thing, stop
allowing this dominance to
occur by default, because
it's falsely defining black
America as less conserva
tive than it really is.

Minority Business Enterprise

territory, a village, a dis
trict, or a nation. To live
without history is likened
to living without a form

urban radio, period.

A

long-time radio veteran
with extensive local-mar
ket experience in Chicago
and Dallas, Joyner holds
court over a cornucopia of
topics. He and his cohorts
are frequently visited by
phone or in person by
newsmakers and commen

In a October/November 2003 Gallup poll, more

tators who maintain a defi
nite sway among black

blacks

Americans. Jesse Jackson,
Al Sharpton and Julian

identified them

Why was Trent Lott only on BET to apologize for
putting his foot in his mouth regarding the late
Strom Thurmond and not to discuss conservative
proposals to reform Social Security, how tougher
standards and choice can improve education and
how tax cuts don't just help the rich?

St. Petersburg Area
Chamber Of COmmerce

selves as conservative (30
percent) than liberal (22

St. Petersburg Area
Black Chamber of Commerce

percent). A 1996 Joint
Center for Political and

semi-regular guests. NPR
and PBS talk show host

Even Tom Joyner may discover there is not only
room but a necessity for a vigorous political debate
among black Americans.

Economic Studies poll sim

Tavis Smiley is a regular

from the GOP. While part

ilarly found a nearly equal

weekly contributor.
additionally

of this can be attributed to
the current anti-Bush, anti-

who defined themselves as

hosts gatherings at Disney

Republican bias of Joyner

President there?

conservative, liberal and

World, festivals around the

and his compatriots, just as

faithful

expand

To deny it is to deprive

moderate.

nation and even an annual

much blame lies with the

aren't Condoleezza Rice or
Colin Powell there? Why

one's presence. One cannot

black America of some

and gay marriage are just

ocean cruise.

Republicans themselves.

aren't John Ashcroft or

fundraisers for historically

The visible communi

expand their message un
less and until they step out

thing it truly deserves. But

two of the recent high-pro
file splits between black

black colleges and is an

cation sources in black

Why was Trent Lott

side their comfort zone.

needs to be open to as well

America and the liberal

outspoken

of

America - from Joyner and

only on BET to apologize

Going on black radio

establishment.

"giving back" to the com
munity.
Tom Joyner is an opin
ion leader in the black

Smiley on the radio to BET

for putting his foot in his

may not be easy or com

tive policies.

to TV One on television as
well as publications rang
ing from Johnson Pub
lishing's Jet and Ebony to

mouth regarding the late
Strom Thurmond and not
to discuss conservative
proposals to reform Social

fortable for conservatives
at first. A wariness exists
on both sides. As the ice is
broken - and as black

Earl Graves' Black Enter

Security, how tougher stan
dards and choice can im

America recognizes that
this is not a matter or a

Michael King is a mem
ber of the National Advisory
Council of the AfricanAmerican leadership network
Project 21 and a freelance
writer and Internet consultant
in Atlanta, Georgria. Com
ments may be sent to mhking@bellsouth.net.
Note: New Visions Com
mentaries reflect the views of
their author, and not neces
sarily those of Project 21.
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distribution among blacks

School choice

It's obvious there's a
diversity of political opin
ion in the African-Amer
ican community, but what

Bond are among Joyner's

Joyner

He holds

advocate

Sean Hannity or Rush
Limbaugh's bully pulpits.

Even Tom Joyner may

represented in press reports
and with New Visions Com

That's not a bad thing. It's

discover there is not only

always good to preach to

room but a necessity for a

mentaries, but why isn't the

the choir.

vigorous political debate

Why

Donald Rumsfeld there?

But always rallying the
doesn't

about the seemingly mono-

media establishment.
His mantra nowadays

lithically

is getting President George

prise and the local black

W. Bush out of office.

press - are a virtual waste

prove education and how

means of being used or

In most major radio

Joyner's program hosted
several of the Democratic

tax cuts don't just help the
rich?

pandered to simply for

markets, black radio domi

land when it comes to con
servative ideas.

nates the dial.

presidential candidates, but
he hasn't had on anyone

liberal

black

media?

In black

radio, Tom Joyner rules the

Conservative

mon ground truly exists.

votes or support - both

blacks

All those individuals

sides will begin to open up

from Project 21 often are

will readily show up at

and to discover that a com-

among black Americans.

it is something that both he
as those pushing conserva

FAMU Fighting Over Leadership; How
Convenient For Election 2004-----------by Dr, J. Alva Scruggs

citizens who were calling

FAMU, the only tradi

in by phone voiced the con

tionally black state uni

cern that this

election

versity located in Talla

would be a repeat of the

hassee, Fla. has been effec

last election 2000, full of

tively taken out of the

mischief and fraud!!

equation as a force in

But now that FAMU

Election 2004. TV news

has become preoccupied

Wednesday, Sept. 28 re

with the matter of leader

ported that The FAMU

ship, it has this diversion as

Board of Trustees voted to

a deliberate activity to take

terminate the contract of

up their time. However, the

President Fred Gainous as

timing is just right for those

of immediately! This will

who would like to keep

effectively sabotage any

FAMU in chaos and in con

efforts of the university in

fusion at this time in partic

In the US presidential
Election 2000, FAMU

TV news Wednesday, Sept. 28 reported that The
FAMU Board of Trustees voted to terminate the
contract of President Fred Gainous as of
immediately!

played a critical role in the

ers demonstrating on the

legislators. Jeb Bush was

process of opposing now

capital grounds in Talla

even caught on TV throw

President G. W. Bush. The

hassee, Fla. and organizing

ing some of the Black rep

this year’s election.

ular. Yes, how convenient

Jeb Bush was even caught on TV throwing some oi
the Black representatives out of the
State Capital Offices!

students lead by FAMU’s

voter registration. As we

resentatives out of the State

dency. There are signs of

Florida were saying that

student body president,

remember, the governor

Capital Offices!

voting misconduct being

there were no blacks disen

kept up the pressure of

became so irritated that he

Election

has

challenged at this very

franchised during Election

opposing G. W. by swell

cursed the students and

Shaped up to be another

moment. On CSPAN, some

2000. These representa

ing the ranks of the protest-

some of the black Florida

blockbuster for the presi-

representatives

tives were angry that some

2004

from

Dr. J. Alva Scruggs,
Chemist, Educator, Professor,
Writer; Look forward to hear
ing from readers!!! jscru5750@aol.com;
http:llfranklyspeaking.infol

The Weekly Challenger welcomes your Letters to the Editor.
Please E-mail to: wceditor@tampabay.rr.com or You May
Drop Off Your Letters at Our Office:
2500 M. L. King St. S-, Ste. F, St. Petersburg, FL
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THIS WEEK IN

BLACK HISTORY

SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Community Partnership Celebrated
In Grand Opening of North Port
Health and Family Service Center -

Mahalia Jackson, gospel singer, born, 1911
October 21

• George William Gordon, Jamaican
national hero, is unfairly arrested and
sentenced to death, 1865
• John H. Conyers becomes first
African American to enter the US
Naval Academy, 1872
• John Birks "Dizzy" Gilespie, famed
musician, bom, 1917
• Earl Lloyd, first NBA Black
Assistant Coach and first Black chief
scout, becomes the first Black person
to play in an NBA game (beating out
Charles Cooper and Nat Clifton by a
day), 1950

October 22

• Charles Cooper becomes one of the
first Blacks to play in an NBA game
(for the Celtics, no less), 1950
• Nat Clifton becomes one of the first
Blacks to play in an NBA game,
1950
•The first post office manned by
Blacks opens in Atlanta, Ga., 1955
• 225,000 boycott Chicago schools to
protest segregation, 1963

October 23

*The NAACP petitions the United
Nations about racial injustices, 1947

October 24

• 25,000 Black workers strike in New

Orleans, 1892
• Langston Hughes' "Mulatto" opens,
the first Black-authored play to
become a long-run Broadway hit,
1935
October 25

• Benjamin O. Davis becomes the first
Black general in US Army, 1940

October 26

• Benjamin Banneker, inventor, math
ematician and one of the planners of
what is now Washington DC, dies,
1806
• Mahalia Jackson, gospel singer,
bom, 1911

October 27

• St. Vincent Independence Day
• D.B. Downing, inventor, patents his
street letter box, 1891

Elder Affairs Seeks
Volunteers
TAMPA BAY - The
Florida Department of
Elder Affairs needs coun
selors to help low-income
seniors obtain their pre
scription drugs free, or
almost free. You should
have a computer and have

Internet access. They pro
vide all training and reim
bursement
for travel
expenses.
Please call the Area
Agency on Aging, (727)
570-9696 ext. 237.

How to Forgive
Yourself and Others Room for the Spirit, a
satellite of the Franciscan
Center, will be presenting
“How to Forgive Yourself
and Others,” the second in
a series of programs, on
Monday, Oct. 25, 10:30
a.m. - 1:30 p.m., (with
lunch) and from 6:30-8
p.m. at the James B.

Sanderlin Family Center,
2335 22nd Ave. S., St.
Petersburg.
Presenters will be
Sister Cathy Cahill, O.S.F.,
and Maureen Connors,
Ph.D. Cost for attending:
Love Offering.
To register, call (813)
229-2695.

Officials from the City
of North Port, Sarasota
County and Florida De
partment of Health along
with
Congresswoman
Katherine Harris and 150
invited guests attended
today’s official unveiling
of the new North Port
Health and Family Service
Center, 6950 Pan American
Drive in North Port.
Sarasota
County
Health and Human Ser
vices Executive Director
Bill Little said, "The North
Port Health and Family
Service Center is tangible
evidence of the commit
ment of a group of resident
volunteers and agency rep
resentatives known as the
North Port Community
Health
Action
Team
(CHAT) to respond to the
needs and challenges of a
growing community." The
CHAT provided the impe
tus for the Gulf Coast
Community Foundation of
Venice and others to move
forward with plans to pro
vide local residents access
to quality, affordable health
care and social services
through this one-stop
health and social service
center.
Senior Friendship Cen
ters, Inc. partnered with

Gulf Coast Community
Foundation of Venice who
provided a $359,500 grant,
covering approximately 50
percent of the purchase
price and renovation of a
large portion of the 6,879
square foot building into a
state-of-the art health clin
ic. Other funding organiza
tions include the Florida
Department of Health, Sa
rasota County Govern
ment, City of North Port
and Sarasota Memorial
Healthcare Systems.
The social service
agencies which are co
located in the facility have
been open to the public
since late June when the
North Port Family Service
Center lost its lease at the
North Port Glenallen Ele
mentary School. Services
at this new location in
clude: North Port Social
Services, Coastal Behav
ioral Healthcare, Healthy
Start Coalition, Mental
Health Community Cen
ters, Sarasota County Tech
nical Institute, Senior
Friendship/Friendship at
Home, Jobs Etc/Suncoast
Workforce Board. Medical
staff from the Senior
Friendship Centers, Inc.
and
Sarasota County
Health Department has

been providing health and
medical
services
by
appointment for all age
groups since Monday, Oct.
4.
Among the health serv
ices offered are primary
and preventive health care
(i.e. sick and well care),
children’s immunizations,
dental services, family
planning, health education
and sexually transmitted
disease (STD) treatment
and counseling. These ser
vices are available Monday
1-5 p.m. and Tuesday
through Thursday, 8 a.m. 6 p.m. and Friday, 8 a.m. 1 p.m. Services for people
over 50 include primary
health care, specialty med
ical consultations, diabetes
and blood pressure checks
and other health promoting
programs. These services
are available Monday and
Tuesday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
The central location of
the facility makes it an
ideal focal point for family
and senior services in the
North Port area. Local resi
dents have responded with
enthusiasm to the availabil
ity of affordable health and
social services in their
community. Officials from
Senior Friendship Centers,
Inc. and Sarasota County

Colonial Oaks Park
Opens Teen Room

Health Department hope
many families will make
the North Port Health and
Family Services Center
their medical home which
improves continuity of care
and ultimately results in
better health care for area
residents. The health clinic
is open five days and sev
eral early evenings each
week. Senior Friendship
Centers, Inc. continues to
recruit volunteer physi
cians, nurses, aides and
others to help staff the clin
ic.
Organizations
con
tributing to making this
center a reality include:
Gulf Coast Community
Foundation of Venice, City
of North Port, Sarasota
County Government, Sara
sota County Health De
partment, Sarasota Memo
rial Healthcare Systems,
Florida Department of
Health, Community Health
Improvement
Project
(CHIP), North Port Com
munity Health Action
Team (CHAT) as well as
Senior Friendship Centers.
For more information or to
make an appointment for
health services, call (941)
548-0100.

Teenagers are known
to say, "I’m bored and
have nothing to do," but
Sarasota County Parks and
Recreation is working on a
solution through a recently
opened Teen Room, equip
ped with four large televi
sions, four X-Box game
consoles, a variety of vi
deo games, video rocker
chairs, beanbag chairs, and
a couch. A foosball table is
also on the way to the site
at Colonial Oaks Park,
5320 Colonial Oaks Blvd.,
Sarasota.
Dorian Mattox, Colon
ial Oaks Park coordinator,
said she immediately saw
that little was offered to
the teen population when
she started work, so she
created the concept of a
Teen Room to provide an
outlet for any young adult,
12-18 years old. The room
opened Oct. 2, and is al
ready heading toward 50
participants. Use of the
room is free but there are
permission and rule forms
that must be signed by the
parent/guardian and nota
rized before a teen can use
the facility.
"The teens are expect
ed to police themselves
and enforce the rules of the
room," Mattox said. "They
are aware that violators of
the rules will be barred
from the room. So far the
teens really seem to enjoy

the room and have been
quite respectful park staff
and each other."
Many parents have
come to the park to see the
room and they thinks it's
great, Mattox said, because
their kids have a safe place
to hang out. The room is
monitored by video in the
park office.
Most of the equipment
Parks had in inventory, but
the foosball table, some
beanbag chairs and other
materials will cost about
$500, Mattox said. There
are soda machines just out
side the room and plans for
a snack machine inside.
There is also a contest
right now to give the room
a "cool" name, the winner
receiving a video game.
Mattox said she hopes to
have many more teen
activities in the future,
based in part on the many
suggestions and ideas she
solicits from the teens. She
said she wants teens to feel
the park is for them as
much as for anyone else.
The Teen Room is
open when the park office
is open, Tuesday-Sunday,
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
For more information
about the Teen Room or
other programs offered at
Colonial Oaks Park, please
call Dorian Mattox or
Renee Krause at (941)
316-1330.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Writing Services Provided to
Nonprofit Agencies and Churches
ST. PETERSBURG Most nonprofit agencies
do not have an advertising
budget.
As a result, they often
times do not have the time
- or expertise - to develop
media materials that will
make them more visible in
the community.
It doesn't have to be
that way.
Tre’-C can help non
profit agencies, as well as
churches, businesses or
individuals, who need
writing and graphic design
assistance.
Who is Tre’-C?
Tre’-C stands for
Tracie Reddick Event
Planning and Communica
tions. A graduate of Flori
da A&M University, Red
dick is an award winning
journalist with more than a
dozen years reporting ex-

perience.
After working in both
the media and the nonprof
it sector, she developed
Tre’-C to fill the marketing
gap that exists at local
grassroots and nonprofit
agencies.
Why? Because she ob
served many agencies hav
ing a difficult time con
necting with people who
can benefit from their serv
ices due to cultural barriers
or a lack of community
awareness.
Things can change.
Using
Afro-centric
software, Tre’-C can de
velop flyers and brochures
featuring people that re
flect the faces of the clients
agencies want to serve.
Also, African symbols and
patterns can be incorporat
ed into the designs.
Other services include

press releases and media
kits, grantwriting, and an
nual reports that will im
press agencies’ board of
directors and funders. And
don’t forget to attach the
monthly newsletters! They
can be provided by Tre’-C,
too.
Need a business plan
or a 50l(c)3 designation?
Call Tre’-C, whose reason
able rates include monthly
retainers, thus cutting out
an agency's need to hire a
full-time marketing direc
tor.
So, don’t loose out on
another opportunity to
place your agency, church
or business in the spot
light. Call Tre’-C today.
For more information,
call Tracie Reddick at
(727) 906-8927.

The Weekly Challenger Welcomes Your Articles and
Pictures of Community Interest Events

COME VISIT US!

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKET A REITAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

Please Support Our
Paper By Patronizing Our
Advertisers
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327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

TASTE OF
GULFPORT
SAT OCT. 23
NOON TIL 7 PM

...WHERE GULFPORT
MEETS THE BEACH!
FOR OVER 21 YEARS

To Know 22nd Street South ls To
Know St. Petersburg: The Heart of
African American Culture
"A TASTE OF 22ND STREET "
Saturday, Nov. 6 on the 22nd Street South Corridor
between 9th and 1 lth Avenue South
Great Food, Great Music and Great Entertainment
Park at the St. Petersburg Clay Company and trolley into the "Taste."
Clay Company is located at 420 -22nd St. S.
(Take a trolley tour of the 22nd Street South Corridor!)

DAYS LEFT
Until the Nov. 1 School Choice
Application Deadline.

Still need to apply for school choice?

Call Or visit a Family
Education and InfOrmaticn
Center today!
1101 Marshall St,
ClearWater, FL 33755
(727) 298-2858
Fax: (727) 298-2864
3420 Eighth Ave. S
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 552-1595
Fax: (727) 552-1604
Other sign-up locations
are available. For a list
of sites, call a center or visit
www.pineliaschoice.org.

Incoming Kindergarteners
If your child turns 5 on or before
Sept. 1, 2005, you MUST register
your child for kindergarten and turn
in a choice application by Nov. 1,
2004.
Be sure to bring:
• Child’s birth certificate
• Proof of residency (such as a utility
bill that includes the parent or
guardian’s name and street
address)
• Child’s Social Security number
(optional)
NOTE: For a more detaiIed list of
registration documents, visit
www.pineIlaschoice.org orcaII a center
before you go.

Choice
? NtttAS couwry

schools
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
Hi everybody. I hope
the past summer was as
lovely for you as it was
for me. I survived it.
Don’t you just love
this time of year, readers?
The clear, crisp days and

A FAMILY
GATHERING
Once again, Ceola
Mae Witchard of our town
traveled by rail to Wash
ington, D.C. and Maryland
to join a gathering with
nine of her eleven children,
grands and great-grands.
The occasion? The gradua
tion ceremony for her
daughter, M.Sgt. Veronica
Witchard, who graduated
from
National
Louis
University with a bache
lors degree in business
management. Following
the graduation, there was a
big, simply delicious, suc
culent barbecued ribs, soul

(or should I say) crisp
mornings and slightly
cool nights. The beautiful
autumn colors and the
birds flying south for the
winter.

bus and toured New York
City. They visited Ground
Zero, the Statue of Liberty,
Madison Square Garden,
Canal Street Shopping
District,
the
Apollo
Theater and Harlem on this
tour.
After the events, Ceola
went to a family reunion in
Cardele, Ga. after staying
in Maryland and D.C. area
for five additional weeks.
According to Ceola, she
had a joyous trip with her
kids, daughter-in-laws and
grands.
***
HAPPY BELATED
BIRTHDAY
to George Edward
who, on Oct. 17, celebrat
ed 87 years on earth. A spe
cial day...a special person and another year to thank
God for you! May He bless
your life today and always.
You didn’t fool us, George.
***
WEEKEND VISITORS
Former
St.
Pete
natives,
George
L.
Niblack,
his
spouse
Burnette and his mother,
Mary Niblack of Miami,
spent the past weekend in
town taking care of busi
ness. As usual, they spent
time with Bum’s mother,
Rosa Jones of Burlington
Towers, another relative
and friends. “Burn,” as
she’s called, attended a
workshop on real estate
investment at the Sand
Piper on St. Petersburg
Beach, “Ugly House Boot
Camp.” The Niblacks
motored here.
***

Ceola Mae Witchard
and daughter, M.Sgt.
Veronica Witchard
food spread, complete with
crabs, lobster-shrimp pasta
salad, vegetables and
mouthwatering desserts.
The next morning, the
family boarded a chartered

MAKING NEWS
AGAIN
Frequent traveler Essie
Evans, of 28th St. S., jetted
to Los Angeles, Calif, to
visit her daughter, Regina
Rena Davis, in Sherman
Oaks, Calif. While there,
Essie visited with her sis
ter, Minnie, and spouse,
Johnnie, and son, Juan

Patterson, in Semia Valley,
Calif.
A special treat for
Essie was when she and
Minnie were guests on Dr.
Phil’s Show on TV and
toured the Roland Rejin
Library in Semia Valley
before she returned home.
Essie said it was a reward
ing trip.
***
ENJOYED A WEEK
END EXCURSION
On Oct 15, two good
friends, Ruth Gallon of
Miami and Janie Wells of
our town, motored to
Madison, Fla. to visit
Ruth’s family, then on to
Destin, Fla. where they
toured
the
beaches,
checked out the malls and
resorts, then bedded down
in the Wingate Hotel for
the night.
The next day, they
drove from the tourist town
to Panama City to go sight
seeing before heading back
to Destin, where they ate
dinner at the Lucky Star
Bar and Grill and enjoyed
the live music and enter
tainment.
On Oct. 17, the ladies
drove to Ft. Walton Beach
and stayed a couple of
hours before heading to
Tallahassee to look around.
After all of this sight-see
ing and looking around,
they motored to our town.
As this articles goes to
press, they are somewhere,
taking their ease.
***

Until Next Write Around,
STAY LOOSE!

Electronic Fatherhoodfeatures "Parenting for Change" curriculum in a computer lab environment!
Family Center (2335 22nd
Ave. S., St. Petersburg),
fathers will explore impor
tant parent education top
ics, while at the same time
learning and improving ba
sic computer skills! This
unique combined curricu
lum has been made possi
ble through a collaboration

between the James B.
Sanderlin Family Center
and Family Service Cen
ters, Inc.
Topics include:
• child/home safety
and sickness
• communication, po
wer struggles
• emotional involve

ST. PETERSBURG The Silver Star Social Club
will celebrate with their
20th Annual Ball on Satur
day, Oct. 23 at the Bingo
Hall, 3615 37th St. S. The
president, Mary Parker,
would like to extend her
thanks to those who have
supported the Silver Star
Social Club for the last 20
years.

The Silver Star Social
Club was founded in Oc
tober 1984 by Christine
Hayes and Parker, with the
through in mind to help the
needy. The original assem
ble met at the home of
Parker, 947 20th Ave. S.
Attending this assemble

Mary Parker

ment
• goals of child behav
ior, consequences
• effective discipline
Space is limited...re
servations are required:
Please call (727) 489-5218
by Oct. 23 to enroll.

Please Support Our Paper by Patronizing Our Advertisers!

Imagine Yourself as a Teacher....

PINELLAS COUNTY
- Pinellas County resi
dents and visitors who are
concerned with the chronic
diseases of overweight/
obesity, diabetes and asth
ma are encouraged to at
tend the Nov. 3 meeting of
the STEPS to a HealthierPinellas Consortium from
6-9 p.m. at the Johnnie
Ruth Clarke Center, 1344

22nd St. S. in St. Peters
burg.
STEPS to a HealthierPinellas is a multi-million
dollar grant designed to
lower the occurrence and
the associated health care
costs relating to obesity,
diabetes and asthma by tar
geting the three contribut
ing behaviors of poor nutri
tion, lack of physical activ

There is a referendum question on this year’s
genera! election ballot that represents the
community’s way of securing the future for
PineIlas County.

On November
2nd
Please Vote

Yes
for the
Pinellas
County
School
Referendum

When passed, this referendum will help
recruit and retain highiy qualified teachers
and maintain the programs and services our
children need to become productive citizens.
1 urge you to vote yes to pass this referendum.
Our chiIdren and our teachers are worth the cost.

Michelle Dennard
President
Pinellas Classroom Teachers Association

We will never get the
best teachers unless
we pay them.

Political advertising paid for and approved by PCTA-PESPA-PAC, 650 Seminole Blvd.. Largo, FL 33770

Have You Been Injured In A Car Accident?
• Were You Hurt?

• Need Your Car Fixed?

• Need A Good Doctor And
Someone Who Will Properly
Document Your Case?

• Need A Ride To The Doctor?
• Friendly and Courteous Staff
Members

If You Answered YES To Any Of These Questions,
Then You Need To Call Me Now!!

Many people like you are changing careers for a rewarding, indemand job as a teacher in an elementary or middle school
classroom.
At National-Louis University, we know that changing careers
can be both exciting and challenging. That’s why we’ve
designed an innovative program for people just like you. Here,
you can get your initial teaching certificate in a master’s
program designed for working adults who have a non-teaching
bachelor’s degree from a regionally accredited institution.
• Small classes
• Student Aid / Scholarship
• Class located in Pinellas
•5% Tuition Discount
• Ranked in Top 10 by Black Issues in Higher Education
For more information, please contact:
Carol Burg
800.366.6581 x. 6109
cburg@nl.edu

ity and tobacco usage. The
initial awarding of the fiveyear grant was September
2003. As the Pinellas
County Health Department
and its partnering health
organizations enter their
second grant year, STEPS
officials are seeking in
creased public involve
ment.

We can
only close the
achievement gap
by having caring,
competent teachers
in our classrooms.

Earn your Master of Arts in Teaching Degree
from National-Louis University

The Silver Stars
were 13 ladies, including:
Parker, Hayes, Annette
Parker, Juanita Clark,
Laura Safford, Betty Little,
Rosalyn Safford, Aletha
Shorter, Annie P. Bell,
Thelma Jackson, Margue
rite Shaw, Alice Bush and
Vera Peeples.

Community Input Needed for
Health Grant---------------------------

SYMPATHY TO
Elsie Taylor in the
passing of her beloved
Frank Taylor, who died
Oct. 14 at home. On a per
sonal note, I will say to you
Elsie, “Earth has no sorrow
that Heaven cannot heal.” I
know. I’ve been there.
***

Class Announcement for Fathers!
PINELLAS COUNTY
- Whether you’re a father,
step-father, grandfather,
father figure, or a father-tobe, you are welcome to join
a friendly, informative, and
male-focused class design
ed to build and encourage
well-rounded dads! Each
week at the Sanderlin

Celebrating with the Ladies of the Silver Stars

Jackie Newsom, a student in the NLU
Master of Arts in Teaching Program,
puts theory into practice. Students
develop and teach lessons to their
classmates and receive suggestions.

You can make a difference!
Apply now to begin in January!
Other Programs Available:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Leadership
B.S. in Health Care Leadership
B.S. in Management
B.A. Applied Behavioral Sciences
Master of Health Services
Administration
• M.S. in Management

National-Louis University is accredited by the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools, The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and the Florida Commission for Independent Education.

"Having been in several acci
dents myself, I know just what
to do to get the best results for
you!!!"
Before You Sign Gp With Anyone
Else, Call Me. My Services Are
FREE
And Can Help You From Making
A Costly Mistake!

MICHELLE B. PATTY
St Petersburg, FL Location

Doctor's Pain Management
260 34th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-6111

• Tampa Office
(813 495-3702

The group has helped
and donated their time to
various organizations and
families in the community
who have been in need
throughout the 20 years
they have been in exis
tence.

Terrie
Mickens,
Miss Florida
American
Princess!

TAMPA
BAY
Congratulations to Terrie
Mickens, who was recent
ly named Miss Florida
American Princess! She
will now represent Florida
at the National Princess
pageant, which will be
held on Nov. 27 in Orlan
do, Fla. This also happens
to be her 7th birthday!
She is the daughter of
Terrence and Ra-Shawn
Mickens, sister to Ter
rence. Mickens II, and
granddaughter of Marian
Hollinshed.
This is Terrie’s first
experience in any type of
pageant but she looks for
ward to competing in
other pageants because
she loves to dress up, trav
el, and meet new people.
Terrie is a third grader
at the Bible-Based Chris
tian Academy, where she
maintains- a straight A
grade point average. She
is also active in Club 66
Alpha Chapter, Spanish,
instrumental music, and
the Bible-Based Kids For
Christ choir! She also
enjoys reading, dancing,
and public speaking!
There were a total of
55 girls in her division and
of the 15 finalists, she was
the only African-Amer
ican selected! She is look
ing forward to represent
ing her family, her school,
her community, the state
of Florida, but also her
people in the highest fash
ion in this awesome en
deavor!
American Coed Pag
eants' motto, "YouthPride of the Present, Hope
of the Future is well un
derstood and appreciated
by those who have been
involved in this presti
gious program! For the
past 17 years, the Ameri
can Coed Pageant system
has awarded over 8 mil
lion dollars in scholar
ships and prizes to deserv
ing young ladies.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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-------- School News--------Wednesday, Nov. 17, is
the 11th annual Progress
Energy Great American
Teach-In in Pinellas Coun
ty Schools. Every year
adds more tradition, more
excitement, more learning
opportunities to the event.
The Teach-In has become
so eagerly anticipated that
volunteers whose work
requires travel make a
point to schedule vacation
time so they are in town for
that Wednesday of the
week before Thanksgiving.
Despite a driving rain
storm that made travel mis
erable and roads treacher
ous, more than 5,500 per
sons participated in the
Teach-In last year, making
more than 15,500 presenta
tions. Progress Energy
Florida has sponsored the
event in Pinellas since the
inaugural year, providing
printed materials, promo
tional activities and enthu
siastic support. Many Pro
gress Energy employees
volunteer for the Teach-In,
taking with them utility
vehicles and information
about their work. Some
step outside their Progress
Energy jobs and tell stu
dents about hobbies or
other interests.
Since 1994, partici
pants ranging from ele
mentary school students to
retirees have given presen
tations on everything from
art to zoology. In those
years, a total of 47,471 vol
unteers gave 108,354 pre
sentations in the more than
140 Pinellas County public
schools. They’ve come in
costume,

brought

their

equipment; put on plays,
offered potentially life-sav
ing information, showed
off their pets, discussed
career options, shared pre
cious souvenirs, talked
about other parts of the
world, brought the past to
life, performed a song or
dance, cooked delicious
meals, stepped down from
the pedestal of celebrity to
meet students at their level
or simply read a story to lit
tle ones.
The Teach-In intro
duces students to career
options they might never
have considered, hobbies
they might never have dis
covered and activities they
might never have experi
enced. Students learn from
professionals, trades peo
ple, parents, community
members and other stu
dents. The annual event en
riches the students and the
volunteers alike.
In addition to elemen
tary, middle and high
schools, there also are
dropout-prevention pro
grams, exceptional educa
tion schools and secondary
schools that would love to
have more speakers. Pros
pective participants unable
to attend during traditional
school hours might consid
er the technical education
centers or community
schools.
Brochures with regis
tration forms are available
in all schools and from
information services at the
administration building in
Largo. Go to www.pinellas.kl2.fl.us and click on
"Hot News" to find a regis
tration form that you may
print, fill out and mail to a
school or information serv
ices.

Registration
forms
may be returned to any
Pinellas County public
school or mailed to Kay
Masters, Information Ser
vices, Pinellas County
Schools, P.O. Box 2942,
Largo, FL 33779-2942.
The registration deadline is
Nov. 10. Those wishing
more information may call
the Teach-In coordinator at
any public school or infor
mation services, 588-6297,
or e-mail mastersk@
pcsb.org.
***
Time is running out for
parents to make school
choices for the 2005-06
school year. The applica
tion period for choice at
tendance area schools and
countywide magnet, funda
mental and high school
career academy programs
ends in two weeks (Nov.
1). Parents must apply for
schools in their choice
attendance area if they
have a child:
• Entering a Pinellas
public school for the first
time in August 2005 (in
cluding all children enter
ing kindergarten, students
new to the district and
those reentering Pinellas
County Schools).
• Entering grade six or
nine who is not eligible for
or does not want to use
extended grandfathering.
• Applying to a differ
ent school in the atten
dance area (such an appli
cation costs the child his or
her seat in the current
school as well as extended
grandfathering).
Students who do not
apply by the Nov. 1 dead
line will be assigned to a
school with space available
after all other students have
been placed. Parents who
wish their children to re
main in the current school
do not have to apply.
Pinellas
County
Schools is expected to have
8,000 kindergarten stu
dents in August 2005.
About 50 percent of that
number have registered as
of Oct. 14. Parents of the
remaining children due to
start kindergarten in 2005
are urged to register them
immediately and submit a
choice attendance area
application.
Several satellite regis
tration sites continue to be
open 4-8 p.m. Tuesdays
and Wednesdays this
month. The sites are
Blanton, High Point and

Palm Harbor elementaries,
Oct. 26, and Bay Point,
Eisenhower and Walsingham elementaries, Oct. 27.
A child must be regis
tered before the parent may
submit a choice attendance
area application or an
application for a county
wide program. To register,
parents should bring the
child’s birth certificate, the
parent’s proof of residency,
the child’s latest report
card (for those entering
grades 1-12) and the
child’s Social Security
number to a Family
Education and Information
Center (FEIC) or satellite
location.
The FEICs are located
at 1101 Marshall St.,
Clearwater, (727) 2982858, and 3420 Eighth
Ave. S, St. Petersburg,
(727) 552-1595. Center
hours are (Clearwater) 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday; 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday;
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday
and (St. Petersburg) 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday,
Tuesday and Friday; 9 a m.
to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday; 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday.
There are three ways to
apply to choice attendance
area schools. Parents may
mail, fax or deliver in per
son a choice or family pref
erence paper application to
an FEIC, or apply using the
new automated phone
(727-501-0871) or Internet
(http://apply.pinellaschoice.org) application
systems. However, parents
should be aware that there
are some limitations as to
who can use the different
options.
Families wishing to
apply to a countywide
magnet, fundamental or
high school academy pro
gram only can apply (using
a worksheet as a guide) by
calling the automated
phone system at (727) 5010871. There are no paper
applications.
Parents who need addi
tional information on any
facet of the choice applica
tion process should call an
FEIC at (727) 552-1595 or
(727) 298-2858 or visit
www.pinellaschoice.org.
For more information,
contact Andrea Zahn,
Choice Plan Communi
cation, (727) 588-5172,
cell, (727) 946-4809.

Congratulations to the October Citizen and
Student of the Month!--------------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG Recently, District Seven
Council Member Rene
Flowers, along with St.
Petersburg City Council,
recognized Dr. Marilyn
Fudge as Citizen of the
Month and Sierra Simmons
as the Student Citizen of
the Month for October
2004.

ing band. Fudge was se
lected to study in the MPaths Program at Washing
ton University in St. Louis,
attended Boston University
School of Medicine's PostBaccalaureate
one-year
program and worked as a
sixth grade science teacher
at 16th Street Junior High
School (now John Hopkins
M.S.). Fudge is married
with three children, and is
active at Bethel Com
munity Baptist Church.

within eight months and
lived alone in her parents'
Midtown home during her
senior year. To afford the
water and electricity bills,
she took a job as an after
school counselor and read
ing tutor at the Harbordale
YMCA. Simmons partici
pated in a dropout preven
tion program, improved
her grades to A's and B's,
made the honor roll for the
first time and graduated
from St. Petersburg High
School in May 2004.
Over the summer, she

completed St. Petersburg
College's six-week pro
gram of remedial courses
to prepare low-income
high school graduates for
higher education. She is
continuing classes at SPC
this fall and plans to study
criminal justice. With the
help of a nonprofit group,
Simmons now has an
affordable one bedroom
apartment that is near to
her new job as a research
assistant at the St. Peters
burg Main Library and
within biking distance for

classes at the SPC Gibt
campus.

Monthly since Marcl
2004, St. Petersburg City
Council selects and honor:
a Citizen of the Month ant
Student Citizen of the
Month based on communi
ty involvement, leadershij
and efforts to improve lift
in our city.

No County Commissioner has
worked harder to bring job
opportunities to our community!
"There is no greater need in our community
than creating high paying jobs, improving
job training and job placement for our
young men and women. No one is
working harder on this than Pinellas County
Commissioner Bob Stewart. That's why
I urge everyone to vote for Bob!"

Dr. Marilyn Fudge
Fudge was bom and
raised in St. Petersburg and
currently serves as one of
the supervising physicians
at the Bayfront Medical
Center Breast (BFMC) and
Colposcopy Clinics. Fudge
received a bachelor's de
gree in microbiology from
the University of Florida
(UF), a bachelor's in chem
istry from the University of
South Florida, and her doc
torate of medicine from the
UF College of Medicine.
She finished her residency
at BFMC, where she re
ceived numerous awards,
including the outstanding
resident of the year award.
She became St. Peters
burg's first African-Ameri
can female doctor, special
izing in Obstetrics and
Gynecology.
In addition to being a
debutante, Sungoddess and
Miss Sigma Gamma Rho,
the 1985 graduate of Lakewood High School was a
member of the National
Honor Society, French
Honor Society and march

Cassandra Jackson

Sierra Simmons
The October Student
Citizen of the Month, 19year-old Sierra Simmons,
recently won a $10,000
scholarship from the Nat
ional Exchange Club. The
ACE Award - Accepting
the Challenges of Excel
lence - recognizes students
who have succeeded de
spite tremendous adversity
in their lives. After being
honored as the local ACE
Award recipient in March,
Simmons went on to win
the state competition in
Orlando in May and the
national in Dallas in July.
She is the first national
winner from Florida and
will receive the $10,000
scholarship over two years
to help pay for her college
education.
During her sophomore
year of high school,
Simmons faced the death
of her mother and father

*/ have known and worked with Bob Stewart
for over 30 years. His leadership and experience as an elected official, plus his
strong commitment to our community, are the reasons I support his re-election.

E,zo Atwater

I ask everyone to vote for Bob Stewart. “

Sob Stewart otters proven county-wide experience, a record of accomplishment
and a commitment to continue working to improve the quality of life for
every citizen of Pinellas County. Re-elect Bob Stewart to the Pinellas County
Commission for leadership you can trust!
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Your Vote Counts!
Vote Early!

PLATINUM
GOLD

-

OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN PINELLAS COUNTY

MOBILE AUTO DETAILING
You've tried the Rest. Now try the Best!

"WE COME TO YOU"
Home Phone: 726-0877 • Mobile Phone: 710-2744
Owner - Falencia Robinson

“My sister has been a breast cancer
survivor for more than 13 years....
Joining the Sister Study is my tribute
to her strength and her faith. “

FREE CHECKING FROM REGIONS
Help discover the causes of breast cancer...
Woman by woman...Sister by sister...
We can make a difference.
You are eligible for the Sister Study if—

■ Unlimited check-writing with no minimum
balance requirements and no monthly service charge
■ Free Regions Visa* CheckCard for your Free Checking account
■ Free RegionsNet* Online Banking.
Try our optional Bill Payment service free for six months?

• You have never had breast cancer yourself
•You are between the ages of 35 and 74
• Your sister had breast cancer

1-877-4-SISTER (1-877-474-7837)

Remoms.

Bank

<
The Strength
To Help You Do More

Deaf & hard of hearing: 1-866-TTY-4S1S

W¥YW.SisterStudy.org
STUDY
breast Cancer research

MEMBER FDIC •

Funded by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, National
Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services

1-800-REGIONS • WWW.REGIONS.COM
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African American
Health Forum
Approaches -------

"Seventy-five percent
of all cancers could be
prevented by changing
to a healthier lifestyle,"
said Dr. Kenneth
Bryant, urologist at the
Suncoast Medical
Center who created the
concept for the event
and made it happen.
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Bayfront Medical Center is
gearing up its annual for
um aimed at improving the
quality of health among
African Americans.
Officials are expecting
about 1,000 families and
individuals to participate
in the seven-year-old event, which will be held on
Saturday, November 6 at
the Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center.
So, they are encourag
ing families to arrive at
7:30 a.m. to register for the
forum, which kicks off at 8
a.m. and concludes at 2
p.m.
Titled, "A Celebration
of Health," the forum’s
"emphasis is on increasing
awareness and understand
ing of health care concerns
that are specific to the
African American commu
nity,”
said
Bayfront
Spokeswoman
Kanika
Jelks-Tomalin.
Sponsored by the
Jessie Ball duPont fund,
the forum will be held at
1344 22nd St. S. and will

Violence
from front page
courage to speak out,”
Katz said. "If only a small
percentage, with a person
al connection to this issue
got involved, it would be
culturally transforming.”
That’s why MVP tar
gets athletes. "I know how
powerful the sports culture
is,” Katz said.
As usual, members of
the audience were eager to
bring up O.J. Simpson and Kobe Bryant - as ath
letes whose star status out
shined their violent behav
ior toward women.
"I do not believe any
one should get a pass on
abusive behavior just be
cause he’s good at some
thing else,” said Katz, who
put the conversation back
into the proper context.
Harping on the stereo
type of oversexed black
men seeking to rape and
murder helpless white
women is "a comfortable
cliche that prevents us
from dealing with reality.”
"It’s not about any one
type,” Katz stressed.
"Powerful white guys, as
well as powerful black
guys, get away with that
type of behavior.”
Therefore, it is up to
men to clarify the mixed

feature health screenings
that include, but are not
limited to, blood pressure,
cholesterol, prostate, vi
sion and blood sugar test
ing.
"This is a fun, family
focused event,” said Event
Coordinator Angela Rou
son. "Parents can bring
their children. Grandpar
ents can bring their grand
children."
People come by bus,
car and on foot to take ad
vantage of the free, health
screenings. When the for
um began, about 100 peo
ple showed up. This year,
organizers are expecting to
attract 10 times that
amount.
To what do they owe
their success?
"I think there is an in
creased awareness of the
importance of paying at
tention to and taking con
trol of your health,” Rou
son said. "People want to
know their numbers and if
they are at-risk to diseases.
This forum is a way for
them to receive some basic
medical treatment. In
many cases, it is long over
due for those lacking
health insurance.”
Lunch will be provid
ed at the forum, which
includes educational activ
ities and entertainment.
Screenings will be
provided by the National
Black Nurses Association,
Office of Minority Health
at Pinellas County Health
Department, the local
chapter of the Sickle Cell
Disease Association of
America, Pfizer and Drs.
Nancy
Bryant
and
Deborah Flanagan.
"Health disparities do
exist,” Rouson said. "I
think this event proves
there is a greater need for
health care in our commu
nity.”
For more information
about the health fair, call
(727) 895-3627.

messages young boys
receive about manhood
from the media.
"Our culture teaches
boys that being a male
means being powerful and
dominant and you have to
use force to maintain
power and control,” said
Katz, citing movies such
as “Rambo” and “The
Terminator,” as well as tel
evision programs such as
wrestling, rap music and
radio shock jocks such as
Howard Stem.
Again, he urged men,
particularly ministers, to
take a stand against
domestic violence.
"They view them
selves as moral leaders and
they \yon’t even address
this issue,” Katz said.
"They need to be held
accountable just like any
other leaders. ”
Some have criticized
Katz for trying to get men
to rally around the issue of
domestic violence. He
noted just being pro
woman does not make him
anti-male.
"Is it male bashing to
be honest?" he concluded.
"I’m telling the truth and
when you reveal the truth,
you are a threat to power.”

‘there Is 91 Reason 'to Read
'the WeekCy Chadenger!

This Week’s ‘Best’ Photos

"St. Petersburg's black residents were in attendance! On Oct. 19, many African Americans gathered at
Progress Energy Park - Al Lang Field for the GOP rally in support of President Bush.
Elder Martin Rainey was selected to render the opening prayer and it was a family affair for
the Jackson family."
photos by Shedrick Rhodes

Concert by ‘Liquid Jazz’ at the Newly
Renovated Royal Theater!-----------------ST. PETERSBURG "Liquid Jazz" will perform
at the newly renovated
Royal Theater in Midtown
St. Petersburg. The concert
takes places this Sunday,
Oct. 24, from 3-5:30 p.m.
The Al Downing Tampa
Bay Jazz Association, Inc.
and the City of St. Peters-

burg will be sponsoring the
concert in this special ven
ue. This young group of
musicians features Ryan
Pate, guitarist; Ian Good
man on drums; Jeff Fair
banks on trombone, John
Ward playing flute and sax
ophone and special guest
bassist, Kenny Walker. The

group is noted for present
ing original compositions
written by group members,
as well as, jazz standards.
Admission for jazz
club members is $8, gener
al admission is $10 and stu
dents under 18 are admitted
free. For additional infor
mation about the concert,

leave a message on voice
mail for the Al Downing
Tampa Bay Jazz Associ
ation, (727) 866-0085. For
information about the Roy
al Theater, contact Tia
Murphy, director at (727)
515-8084.

Hillsborough Branch NAACP to Meet -----------TAMPA BAY - The
Hillsborough
County
Branch NAACP is holding
the October General Mem
bership Meeting on Oct.
21, beginning promptly at
7 p.m. at Covenant Mis
sionary Baptist Church,
4610 Hanna St. Everyone
is invited to attend this
meeting. The agenda will

include:
• Nominating Com
mittee's Report of Candi
dates for the position of
President, lst, 2nd, 3rd
Vice Presidents, Secretary,
Assistant Secretary, Trea
surer and up to 24 members
of the Executive Commit
tee Members at-large;
•Nominations from the

Floor for the above posi
tions
• Election of the Su
pervisory Election Com
mittee - 5 persons responsi
ble for all duties; pertaining
to the Election which is
being held Saturday, Nov.
13;
• Review of the Amendments that will be ap-

pearing on the Nov. 2 bal
lot;
• Update on the GOTV
Coalition activities;
• Update on Meeting
regarding James and Book
er T. Washington Middle
Schools.

Commemoration on the 8th Anniversary of
the Death of Tyron Lewis---------------------------ST. PETERSBURG Eight years ago on Oct. 24,
1996, 18 year old Tyron
Lewis was shot and killed
by St. Petersburg police
officer, James Knight. A
commemoration event and
candlelight vigil will be
held this Sunday, Oct. 24 at
the Uhuru House, 1245

Tyron Lewis

18th Ave. S. Speakers in
clude Deanne Lewis, the
sister of Tyron Lewis;
Pearlie McCulloch, grand
mother
of
Marquell
McCulloch, who was shot
and killed by Sherrif,s
deputies earlier this year,
and Mtundu Dialobe,
Chairman of the Anti-

Violence committee.
This effort is the start
of an anti-violence cam
paign in the African com
munity. For more informa
tion, please contact the In
ternational People’s Dem
ocratic Uhuru Movement at
(727) 502-0575.

Osceola High Principal Reaches out with
Parent Forum--------------------------------------------------by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Carol Moore is an oldschool educator.
She believes parental
involvement is vital to the
success of students - partic
ularly those of AfricanAmerican descent. That’s
why the Osceola High
School principal is reach
ing out to parents in south
St. Petersburg.
Moore is hosting a par
ent summit aimed at help
ing teens excel in the class
room. The summit will be
held from 10 a.m. until
noon on Nov. 6 at the
Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Ave. S.
"This is the first time
we’ve done anything like
this,” said Moore. "We’re
hoping it will become an
annual event."
It is also a reflection of
the leadership style of
Moore, who took over the
principal duties at Osceola
this school year.
Moore explained the

Administration Team for Osceola High School
Left to right: Angela McCloud, Brad Finkbiner, Boe Norwood,
Helen Gorman, Carol Moore
Enoch summit is actually
an offshoot of a school
wide forum that will take
place on Oct. 25.
On that date, parents of
the 1,981 students enrolled
at Osceola are invited to
attend a similar parent
summit held on the campus
at 9751 98th St. N.
Because of the school’s
distance, Moore wanted to
make sure parents without
transportation in south
Pinellas also had access to
the information discussed

SCOTTIE
Bail Bonds

2523 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FI. 33711

(787) 323-1110
Fax (787) 387-6935

at that summit. So, she
expanded the event to in
clude a parent summit at
Enoch Davis.
"We want to develop a
closer partnership with all
of our parents,” said
Moore, a former assistant
principal at Boca Ciega
High School. "We want to
help them by giving them
the tools they need to
encourage their children to
read, improve their study
habits and develop a posi
tive
attitude
toward
school.”
Tips at the summit will
include information on
how to prepare for the
FCAT, gain the necessary
credits needed for gradua
tion and improving grade
point averages. •
"It’s basically teaching
parents how to turn their
children into successful

high school students,” said
Moore, who noted a fol
low-up seminar focusing
on financial aid and college
admissions will be held
later in the school year.
The summit is also an
opportunity for busy par
ents to get to know Osceola
administrators and teach
ers.
"I’m very excited about this event,” Moore
said. "This is an opportuni
ty for parents to get to see
me in a different environ
ment. I really want to de
velop a partnership that
will enable us to work
together because I am truly
dedicated to making sure
their children receive the
best education possible at
Osceola High School.”
For more information
about the summit, call
Moore at (727) 547-7717.

CASA and Women of
Color Caucus to host
Domestic Violence
Forum-----------------------ST. PETERSBURGCASA, Community Action
Stops Abuse and the
FCADV, Florida Coalition
Against Domestic Vio
lence’s Women of Color
Caucus will sponsor a for
um, "What role would you
play to end domestic vio
lence?" on Oct 29,8 a.m. 3:30 p.m. at the Enoch
Davis Center, 1111 18 th
Ave. S. October is national
"Domestic
Violence
Awareness Month."
There is no cost to
attend, but reservations are
required. Lunch and child

care are available (child
care must be requested in
advance). Continuing Edu
cation Units (CEU) and
Certificate of Completion
are available.
The deadline to re
serve a seat is Oct. 26 by
noon. For more informa
tion or to make reserva
tions, please contact Cry
stal McFadden, (727) 8954912 ext. 132, cmcfadden@casa.stpete.org or
Clarissa Hersey-James,
(727) 895-4912 ext. 248,
chersey@casa-stpete.org.

Russ

Others described Russ
as an "angry, black
woman” whose tempera
ment will make it difficult
for her to fit in, let alone
influence fellow commis
sioners.
"I feel as a strong
black woman I will always
be labeled,” said the sin
gle-mother of three "col
lege educated” sons who
considers herself a role
model for young women.
"I cannot and will not
allow that to stop me from
expressing my views.
"Some people call it an
explosive temper, I call it
compassion for what I
believe in. I will not rub
ber stamp everything that
comes across the Board. I
will ask questions, demand
accountability and I will
fight for the needs of my
constituents. For so long,
hand-picked blacks have
refused to rock the boat
because they are afraid it
will affect their meal tick
et."
Russ supporters argue
that it is because of angry,
black females that things
get done in low-income
communities. They char
acterize Russ as being "un
bossed and unbought” - a
trait that will shake things
up on the commission.
“Sharon has a lot of
passion for what she
believes in,” said Winnie
Foster of the Sojourner
Truth Center.
Come Nov. 2, voters
must decide if Russ, is
indeed, for us.
"I am asking for resi
dents vote and compas
sion," Russ concluded.
"My desire is to bring our
community together in
order to work and build
consensus and bridges for
the good of our county. I
live in District 7 and I can
identify with the struggle
of the people. I will work
to bring opportunity and
build a strong economic
base for the people of
District 7.
"My goal is public
safety, education, econom
ic growth and to ensure
that the people control
their own destiny and not
the government. I believe
the residents in District 7
should have control over
where their community is
headed. We must take
advantage of the many tal
ented people who live in
District 7.”

from front page
For example, Russ
contends her opponent
voted to give a bond con
tract to Darryl Rouson, a
part of that network.
"I will make sure that
all small minority busi
nesses are strengthened,”
she said. "My opponent
stated he stabilized WorkNet. He and his father
served on the board. Funds
that could have been used
to help families not put to
adequate use. Incumbents
are reelected based on how
well they have served their
communities. If our lead
ers do not work for the
people, then we must
demand change and vote
them out.”
Russ has been known
to throw out comments
without backing them up
with facts during debates,
which has been a point of
contention with Welch.
Some Russ detractors have
even questioned why the
unemployed, single-moth
er of three is vying for the
District 7 seat., which pays
over $74,000 annually.
"I am not running for
county commissioner be
cause I need a job,” retort
ed Russ. "I am running
because I want to serve my
community. I will not
allow special interest
groups to affect my deci
sions. We need to change
the dynamics of the Com
mission. We must elect
officials who deal with the
issues that affect District 7:
poverty, high birth rates,
joblessness and crime.”
Some critics said Russ
has a cantankerous atti
tude, which made it diffi
cult for her to build posi
tive relationships while
serving as the co-president
of the Pinellas Chapter of
the National Organization
of Women.
Said Russ: "My moth
er worked as a maid and I
questioned the relationship
of the black and the white
female. I did not want to
grow up and feel sub
servient to anyone. I got
involved in politics be
cause of my struggles as a
single black woman. I real
ized black women are mar
ginalized and are at the
bottom of the economic
ladder and I want to fight
to change that. We must
strengthen the black famiiy.

Parents MUST
Turn In
An Application For A
Choice School Before
NOV. 1

_
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dream - like owning a vaca

African American Technology Firm Brings
High Tech Solutions to Disaster Recovery
Efforts in Florida-----------------------------------------

tion home - come true.

by Eva Hervie

some $20 billion in damages

ices that provide clients with

UnityFirst.com

were incurred, Bredy Net

end-to-end solutions specifi

Bredy Network Man
agement Corp. (BNMC), a

work Management Corp,

cally designed to meet their

kept, "Your Money Access,"

operational and technologi

mortgage, add to your retire

Life-Changing Moments

ment income or save for
your children’s college edu
cation. It may also make a

Make life insurance a
fundamental part of your
family’s overall financial
picture. You’ll help build a

by Sonya Y. Young

Massachusetts-based high
tech company owned by

up and doing business as

cal needs. The company also

more secure future for your

usual.

fosters a diverse array of

self and those dearest to you.

Eryck Bredy, specializes in

BNMC acted quickly to

strategic partnerships with

Life insurance’s protection

network operating systems

key hardware vendors and

and flexibility complements

integration, strategic data

ensure continued operation
for "Your Money Access," a

savings accounts, invest

and storage management

third party payment pro

industry who are dedicated

ments or retirement plans

strategies, data services de

vider, with services such as

you may already have. And,

sign, enterprise messaging

ACH processing, electronic

software developers in the
to bringing you the most

Remember the day you

hood and school are key de

depending on the type of life

design and solutions, enter

funds transfers, bank draft

Eryck Bredy
different types of events, gies.
business risk, and criticality.
For-profit and non-profit

said, "I do?" Or the day you

cisions for us. Protecting

insurance you choose, your

prise Intemet/Intranet/Extra-

processing, RCK/NSF check

The process not only focuses

organizations ranging from

BNMC designs, imple

announced to the world, "It’s

your family financially is

policy value can grow while

recovery and stored-value

on the recovery of the essen

private corporations, profes

ments, and supports high

cards. "Your Money Access"

tial functions and systems,

sional associations, medical

services more than 200 cus

but it also emphasizes their

development organizations,

quality network environ
ments. BNMC also offers

tomers nationwide. Thanks

recovery within the shortest

a boy!" or "It’s a girl!?"

also critical. That’s why life

also offering certain tax ad

net platforms, network secu
rity and risk management,

Those are joyful, life-chang

insurance is so important. It

vantages.

and

ing moments. And with

can provide the financial

Of course, life insurance

them, our priorities change.

support your family needs

has charges for the protec

"Family" takes on a whole

when you die.

tion it provides that vary de

new meaning. Life-changing

It also offers peace of

pending on the type of poli

moments may also be quite

mind for you and the ones

cy and by company. Benefit

sobering. The death of a par

closest to you. When you

limitations may also apply.

ent or friend, or even an

die, life insurance can be the

To learn more about our

unthinkable tragedy like the

means for your family to

products and services, to

one our nation experienced

pursue their hopes

and

gether we can find a policy

in 2001, compel us to pause

dreams. But did you also

that’s made for you and

and reflect on what’s really

know that there’s more to

meets the needs of your fam

important in our lives. The

life insurance than death

ily when you’re no longer

answer is always the same -

protection? Life insurance is

able.

family and friends matter the

also about living. It can en

most.

high

performance

servers and workstations.

flexible and effective solu
tions possible.

offices, and
organizations

Internet mail services, Web

The company’s special

to the resources provided by

possible time. In effect, busi

fundraising
grassroots

ty, back-up and disaster

BNMC, 'Your Money Ac

ness resiliency is assured by

have benefited from the

ing, and dedicated Web

recovery, came in handy dur

cess" was able to continue

an effective disaster recov

knowledge and expertise of

servers. Moreover, BNMC is

ing the recent hurricanes in

merchant processing through

ery plan."

BNMC's high-level techni

a value-added reseller of

Florida, when a national

the hurricanes.

"I am pleased that the

cal staff. "Our technical de

high-end servers, and net

resources we provided for

partment is staffed with

working hardware and soft

'Your

experienced

company based in Florida

"Our concern is making

needed to continue operation
despite the storm. Thanks to

sure that companies are
resilient in the event of dis

the skill and expertise of

asters as well as during the

BNMC, the Florida-based

site and virtual domain host

professionals

ware, which enables BNMC

worked well for them," says

certified by today's leading

to deliver a complete solu

Bredy. "We want our back

information

technology

tion to their clients. Their

regular course of business,”

up and disaster recovery

firms," says Bredy. "Our

strategic partners include

national company, "Your

says

solutions to give our clients

technical associates are certi

Microsoft Corp.,

Money Access," was able to

resiliency is the capability of

fied by Microsoft, Novell,

Corp., Novell, Inc., Citrix

function fully despite the

an organization to continue

Citrix,

and

Systems, Inc., NSI Software,

Young Financial Corp.,

destruction caused by the

rich your life in many ways.

1950 First Ave N., Suite 216

Providing for your fami

Depending on the life

St. Petersburg, FL 33713,

hurricanes.
While more than 2.4

to provide services at any
time, regardless of the event

Seagate Software, to name a
few."
BNMC offers profes

Checkpoint Software, Neto
pia and Symantec.
For more information,

ly and the ones you love has

insurance you choose, you

always been paramount. The

could eliminate outstanding

call (781) 932-9032 or send
an email to: info@bnmc.net

right job, home, neighbor

debt, pay off your home

sional network consulting,
managed network support,
and systems integration serv

(727) 728-7767..

million people across some
30 counties were affected by
Florida's hurricanes and

Bredy.

"Business

or impact. It includes the pri
oritization of investments in
people, processes, technolo
gy and facilities based on

Money

Access’

confidence, no matter what
the natural disaster or situa
tion." For more than ten
years, Bredy Network Man
agement Corp, has built a
reputation for its technologi
cal expertise and client-cen
tric, solution oriented strate

Checkpoint,

Your Sign of
Extra Savings

Economize easily with the Publix
Advantage Buy. It’s your sign of special
discounts on certain items throughout
our store. So you can tally up the savings
and keep things perfectly balanced.

Publix.

Veritas
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STATE NEWS
Heat’s Teen Phenom Says
Chance to Team With Shaq is a
Dream----- ------------------------ --------by Tim Reynolds
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) Two weeks after the Miami
Heat drafted Dorell Wright,
the l8-year-old had the
word “Blessed" tattooed
down the outside of his
right leg.
A few days later,
Wright learned he wasn't
the only player moving
from Los Angeles to South
Florida. And the chance to
play alongside Shaquille
O'Neal has only heightened
the teen's excitement for
his first NBA season.
“I got put in a great sit
uation, coming to Miami,"
Wright said. “It's similar
here to California. Then
Shaq came into my life.
He's not one of the best, he
is the best player in the
NBA right now. It's going
to be a good experience for
me this year."
There's no hiding that
the 6-foot-7 swingman is
still a kid; his face doesn't
seem like it's been touched
by many razors, he prefers
Adam Sandler movies and
says pizza is his favorite
food.
Yet there's still a ma
ture air about Wright, evi
denced by the way he's
already tried to endear
himself to the Miami com
munity. He's visited shel
ters in recent weeks, lifting
spirits of those whose
homes were damaged by
Hurricanes Charley and
Frances, and volunteered to
be a crossing guard outside
an elementary school.
On the court, nobody
remembers he's still 18.
And no player gives
Wright more praise than
O'Neal.
“That kid can play,"
O'Neal said. “He'll proba
bly be one of the top play
ers one day. If not this year,
maybe next year. He lis
tens, plays hard, plays well
and I look forward to help
ing him become one day
one of the greatest players
ever to play the game."
Wright, the only high
school player ever drafted

Florida Sets New Rule on Touch-Screen Recounts

Miami Heat Forward Dorell Wright
by the Heat, averaged 29
points and 14 rebounds for
Connecticut's South Kent
Prep last year and was
ranked among the nation's
top seniors by several
scouting services.
In his lone appearance
with the Heat's summer
league team, Wright's po
tential was on full display;
in 33 minutes of action, he
scored 30 points - 25 com
ing in the second half. It
was only a glorified scrim
mage, but he turned heads
nonetheless.
Still, Wright has plenty
of hurdles to clear before
he secures a regular spot in
Miami's rotation. Unlike
Miami's past two firstround draft picks, Caron
Butler and Dwyane Wade,
Wright has solid veterans namely Eddie Jones, Rasual Butler and Wesley
Person - ahead of him in
the race for playing time.
“We think he'll develop
faster rather than slower,"
Heat coach Stan Van
Gundy said. “The thing
he's got different than, say,
Caron two years ago or
Dwyane last year is the
people he's got in front of
him. It is a little bit tougher
road than what our rookies
have had the last couple
years."
Another challenge for
Wright is avoiding the prat
falls that often trap teenage
millionaires - especially

those living in the proximi
ty of Miami's trendy South
Beach club scene.
Wright signed a $3.1
million, three-year deal
with the Heat, yet is trying
to remain grounded. He's
brought his best friend out
from California to live with
him, and keeps in constant
contact with his parents.
Plus, the experience of liv
ing in Connecticut last year
sped up his maturation
process.
“It's just the same as
school, just without all the
adult supervision and
everyone needing to know
where I'm going every five
minutes," Wright said. “I'm
handling myself well."
And
the
phenom
acknowledges that he prob
ably won't enjoy the same
preps-to-pros transition
that stars like LeBron
James and Kevin Garnett
before him did. He'll bide
his time, with another tat
too to remind him. It's on
his arm and says “Push" an acronym for "Pray until
something happens."
“I want to contribute
any way I can," Wright
said. “If that's stopping the
best player on the other
team or coming in and hit
ting a big shot, it doesn't
matter to me. I've just got
to play my role. I'm here to
learn and do whatever I
have to do to win a cham
pionship."
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VOTE NOVEMBER
J|
Remember to 1 a kt* a
Child to Vote with You!

by Brendan Farrington
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - Florida set new
guidelines for recounting
touch-screen ballots in
close elections, but voterrights groups said the
court-ordered
decision
doesn't go nearly far
enough to ensure a fair
election.
Under the new rules, if
a recount is needed, elec
tion officials must review a
printout from each voting
machine to count the socalled undervotes, or bal
lots on which no candidate
was chosen. The equipment
will be checked for prob
lems if the number doesn't
match the undervote totals
given by the machine.
If the discrepancy re
mains, officials will rely on
the original machine count.
State law requires a
manual recount if the elec
tion is decided by less than
one-quarter of 1 percent of
the vote, as it was in the
2000 contest between
George W. Bush and Al
Gore.
Secretary of State
Glenda Hood had issued a
rule barring manual re
counts for touch-screen
votes, but a judge in August
ruled the manual-recount
law applies no matter what
voting technology is used.
Hood's office released
the new recount rules 18
days before the Nov. 2
presidential election. Voter
activists complained that
their proposal was ignored.
A coalition including
the American Civil Liber
ties Union, Florida Com
mon Cause, the Southern
Christian Leadership Con
ference and the American
Way Foundation wanted
touch-screen voters to have
the option of using a paper
ballot. They also wanted to
create a process to make
sure all votes cast match
the number of people who
voted, and to have a federal
court oversee a recount if
one were necessary.
“It seems like every
time they have a decision
to make, somehow they
find a way not to come
down on the side of voters
or the side of protecting the
right to vote," said Howard
Simon, executive director
for the ACLU in Florida.
More than half of
Florida's 9.8 million regis
tered voters are in the 15
counties that use touch
screen machines. The rest
use optical scan ballots.
The state did not take
up the suggestion of pro

viding the paper ballot
option, saying it didn't
make logistical sense. It
also did not agree to give
up oversight of a recount.
Meanwhile, in West
Palm Beach, election offi
cials counted every ballot
cast on electronic voting
machines in a test post
poned by computer trouble
last Tuesday.
“This shows we are
ready for an election in
Palm Beach County," said
Theresa LePore, the coun
ty's election supervisor.
Critics said the com
puter trouble shows why a
paper trail is needed for

Secretary of State
Glenda Hood had issued
a rule barring manual
recounts for touch
screen votes.
touch-screen
machines.
They say there is no way to
verify touch-screen votes
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vote but failed to list an
identification number, such
as from a driver's license,
or failed to check boxes
affirming they were citi
zens, were mentally com
petent and were not felons.
The lawsuit alleges the
practice disproportionately
affects minorities. Nearly
45 percent of the chal
lenged forms in one county,
Duval, came from blacks.
Jill Barton in West
Palm Beach, Hilary Roxe
in Miami and Ron Word in
Jacksonville contributed to
this report.

and question whether
undervotes are the result of
a deliberate choice by the
voter or the machine sim
ply losing the vote.
Also, U.S. District
Judge James Lawrence
King of Miami urged quick
work in a lawsuit against
Florida's largest counties
over the rejection of more
than 10,000 voter registra
tion forms that officials say
were improperly filled out.
The lawsuit, filed by a
coalition of unions, chal
lenges state rules that let
counties disqualify people
who provided a signature
affirming their eligibility to
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NATIONAL NEWS
Gordon Parks Returns to Hero’s
Welcome in Hometown----------------------

Collecting Stories of the Civil Rights
Struggle--------------------------------------------(NAPSI) - Though she

ate a permanent archive of

was only in high school,

these compelling records of

Priscilla Robinson joined
her mother on picket lines
in front of stores that re

our nation's history.
Bowers urges everyone
to visit www.voicesofcivil-

fused to

rights.org,

serve blacks.

Filled with apprehension,

Gordon Parks: photographer, composer, filmmaker,
writer.

photo by Norman E. Tanis

encourage anyone who has

frontations and obscenities

a personal recollection to

screamed from
cars.

through this user-friendly

passing

submit his or her story

The protesters boy
cotted, picketed and held
sit-ins for three years

Web site," he says.

before the stores relented

multimedia content Those

and opened their lunch
counters to everyone.
Decades later, Robin

who want to tell their sto
ries will find an easy-to-use

The site features a
wealth of interactive and

electronic story submission
form.

son, now 58, has shared her
story with the Voices of

Since August a Voices
of Civil Rights bus tour has
traveled the country, in

Civil Rights project, a part
nership between AARP and
the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights (LCCR)
created to collect and pre
serve firsthand accounts of
the battle for civil rights by
"American Gothic," 1942. Ella Watson, who worked
as a government building cleaning woman, was
Parks’ most famous subject. "She had struggled
alone after her mother had died and her father had
been killed by a lynch mob," he recalls. "She had
gone through high school, married and become preg
nant Her husband was accidentally shot to death
two days before the daughter was born. By the time
the daughter was eighteen she had given birth to two
illegitimate children, dying two weeks after the sec
ond child's birth. What's more, the first child had
been stricken with paralysis a year before its mother
died. Now this woman was bringing up these grand
children on a salary hardly suitable for one person.'
FORT SCOTT, Kan.
(AP) - The town that
wouldn't let Gordon Parks
sit with the white people
when he was growing up
made it up to him in a big
way with a four-day cele
bration of his life.
In the downtown the
ater where, as a boy, Parks
had to sit in the balcony
with other blacks, he ate
dinner Saturday next to the
governor of Kansas. Down
front.
“Gordon, welcome to
the front row," Gov. Kath
leen Sebelius told the
famed photographer to the
applause of about 350 peo
ple at the Liberty Theater.
The banquet, held Oct.
9, was the culmination of
the town's first Gordon
Parks Celebration of Cul
ture and Diversity.
More than 200 people
attended four days of lec
tures, panel discussions,
movie screenings and rem
iniscing. The crowd includ
ed about a dozen members
of Parks' family who had
come from several states
and presented a bronze bust
of him to the town's Mercy
Health Center.
“I have a strange feel
ing back here," Parks said
at the presentation. “I can't
explain it. It's a strange
mixture of the tragedies
and the good things that
happened here." It was
Parks' first visit to his
hometown in more than 20

orders to attend the fourday celebration. When he
was told what the town was
planning, he told family
and friends: “I want to go
home. They're waiting for
me there."
That attitude was a
change; Parks' relationship
with his hometown has
been rocky.
The youngest son of
Sarah and Andrew Jackson
Parks fled Fort Scott when
he was 15, angry at a segre
gated town that treated its
black residents miserably.
“Anger made me more

On

1971’s "Shaft," starring Richard Roundtree, was one
of Park’s most famous films.
determined that I was
going to make it in the
world," he said.
He certainly did, be
coming, among other
things, the first black direc
tor of a major motion pic
ture, “The Learning Tree,"
which he shot in Fort Scott
in 1968. He also was a staff
photographer for Life mag
azine, "Kansan of the
Year," a composer and
poet.
Being back in Kansas,
Parks said, had caused
memories to flood back.
He recalled how, when he
came back to film “The
Learning Tree," he men
tioned that he was dis
mayed that his mother and
father were buried in a seg
regated portion of the
town's cemetery. A few
days later, a representative
from the mayor's office
offered to, exhume his par

ents and move them into
another part of the ceme
tery. No, thank you, Parks
told them.
“I said, My mother
would hate that,** he said.
Former Fort Scott
Mayor Ken Lunt led a vol
unteer effort in recent years
to,9 rehabilitate the part of
the cemetery where Parks'
parents are buried. He also
began a campaign to win
back Parks' affection.
Within the next three
months, the town's Mercy
Health Center will have 52
of Parks' photographs, it
will become the secondlargest permanent exhibit
of Parks' work next to the
Library of Congress, Lunt
said.
The celebration in his
honor seemed to further the
healing.
“I feel a lot of love
here," said Parks. .

The Voices of Civil Rights project was created to col
lect and preserve first-hand accounts of the battle for
civil rights.
Photo courtesy of the AARP

cluding much of the origi
nal route of the Freedom
Riders' buses of the l960s,

African Americans, His

continuing efforts to secure
equality for all.

publications and originator
of the Voices of Civil

to collect additional stories.
To follow the tour's
progress or to find out

panics, Asians, women,

LCCR Executive Di

Rights project, notes that

where the bus will be, visit

people with disabilities and
others. The project's web

rector Wade Henderson,

the program will collect
and highlight accounts

www.voicesofcivilrights.or
g, or call 1-888-OUR-

site,

from all civil rights move

AARP (687-2277) and ask

rights.org, not only chroni

sents more than 180 civil
rights groups, calls the site

for a voices story kit.

cles the courage and digni

a "tremendous tool for

ments, including the strug
gle to gain equal rights for

ty of the people who partic

www.voicesofcivil-

whose organization repre

Individuals with civil

reaching out to the diverse

women and the disabled,

rights memories are en

ipated in this historic strug

group of Americans with

among others. The project

gle, it also provides a

civil rights stories to tell."

will donate the stories it

couraged to share their sto
ries at www.voicesofcivilrights.org.

means for others to tell

Rick Bowers, director

collects to the Library of

their stories and documents

of digital media for AARP

Congress, which will cre
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Kenyan Environmental Activist Wins
Nobel Peace Prize----------------------------by Doug Mellgren
Associated Press
OSLO, Norway (AP) Kenyan
environmental
activist Wangari Maathai
won the Nobel Peace Prize
on Oct. 8 for her work as
leader of the Green Belt
Movement, which has
sought to empower wom
en, better the environment
and fight corruption in
Africa for almost 30 years.
Maathai, Kenya's de
puty environment minister,
is the first African woman
to win the prize since it was
first awarded in 1901. She
has been internationally
recognized for her struggle
for democracy, and gained
recent attention for a cam
paign against land grabbing
and rapacious deforesta
tion. The Green Belt Move
ment has planted more than
30 million trees across
Africa.
"We believe that Maa
thai is a strong voice speak
ing for the best forces in
Africa to promote peace
and good living conditions
on that continent," the
Nobel committee said in its
citation.
With a record 194
nominations, the commit
tee had a broad field to
choose from and specula
tion had focused on other
candidates.
Maathai, said she, too,
was surprised.
"I am absolutely over
whelmed and very emo
tionally charged, really,"
she told Norwegian state
television. "I did not expect
this."
It was the first time the
prize honored work to pre

serve the environment.
During the 2001 cen
tennial anniversary of the
prize, the committee had
said it wanted to wide the
scope of the award, includ
ing honoring those who
worked to improve the
environment, as well as
contributed to advancing
peace worldwide.
"This is the first time
environment sets the agen
da for the Nobel Peace
Prize, and we have added a
new dimension to peace.
We want to work for a bet
ter life environment in
Africa," said committee
chairman Ole Danbolt
Mjoes.
Many observers had
speculated that the commit
tee might try to send a mes
sage about the U.S.-led war
in Iraq, as it did in 2002,
when members said the
choice of former President
Jimmy Carter should be
seen as criticism of the
Bush
administration's
move to topple Saddam
Hussein.
The choice of the 64year-old Maathai was a
clear answer that the com
mittee eschewed politics
this time around.
Morten Hoeglund, a
member of Norway's Prog
ress Party, criticized the
choice, saying there were
more pressing issues such
as weapons of mass de
struction that the Nobel
Committee should have fo

cused on.
"Today we have prob
lems with nuclear arms and
technology gone astray.
The Nobel Committee
should spend more re-

Maathai is the seventh African, and the first African
woman, to win the Nobel Peace Prize.
sources on these matters in
stead," he said.
Indeed, oddsmakers
and speculation had point
ed to Mohamed ElBaradei
and
the
International
Atomic Energy Agency as
likely winners.
Last year's award went
to Iranian Shirin Ebadi.
Maathai is the seventh
African to win the Nobel
Peace Prize. Previous win
ners from the continent
include U.N. SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan, who
shared the prize with the
United Nations in 2001,
and Nelson Mandela and
F.W. de Klerk from South
Africa in 1993.
Maathai founded the
Green Belt Movement, or
GBM, in 1977 while head
of the National Council of
Women of Kenya. The
group quickly became the
largest community-based
environmental organization
in Africa with a focus on
planting trees and empow
ering women.
Maathai has also been
praised for standing up to.
Kenya's former govern
ment, led by President

Daniel arap Moi for 24
years until he stepped
down after elections in
2002.
"The environment is
very important in the
aspects of peace because
when we destroy our re
sources and our resources
become scarce, we fight
over that," she said, fight
ing back tears. "I am work
ing to make sure we don't
only protect the environ
ment, we also improve
governance."
The award, which in
cludes 10 million Swedish
kronor (US$1.3 million,
eurol.06 million), is al
ways presented on Dec. 10,
the anniversary of the death
of its founder, Swedish
industrialist Alfred Nobel.

Haiti Businesses Brace for Losses
as Unrest Complicates Aid-----------

The peace prize is awarded
in Oslo, and the other
Nobel prizes are presented
in the Swedish capital,
Stockholm.
"As a country we're
greatly honored. This is a
great moment in Kenyan
history. To us this shows
that what Wangari Maathai
has been doing here has
been recognized. We're
very proud of her and she
deserves all the credit,"
government spokesman Al
fred Mutua said.
Bom in April 1940,
Maathai was the first
woman in East and Central
Africa to earn a doctorate
degree, getting a degree in
biological sciences from
Mount St. Scholastica
College in Atchison, Kan.,
in 1964.
She has gained interna
tional acclaim for her per
sistent struggle for democ
racy, human rights and
environmental conserva
tion.
Norwegian Prime Min
ister Kjell Magne Bondevik said: "We are very
happy about this award.
She is connecting sustain
able development to de
mocracy."
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by Amy Bracken
Associated Press Writer
PORT-AU-PRINCE,
Haiti (AP) - Some shops
and markets remained
closed last Tuesday as
hulks of torched cars and
bonfires of tires smoldered
in the street the day after
scattered violence para
lyzed Haiti's capital and
Aristede supporters hold a machete and stones dur
one person was killed in a
ing a protest in Port-au-Prince.
drive-by shooting.
AP photo
Port-au-Prince
has
of three police officers
been beset by gunbattles again.
One
man
was
reported
turned up the same day,
and beheadings that have
and government officials
ly
shot
in
the
head
and
killed at least 30 people
since a Sept. 30 demonstra killed near the presidential blamed Aristide militants
and a new campaign called
tion marking the 1991 coup palace.
“There
was
shooting
“Operation Baghdad."
that first overthrew Presi
Aristide supporters say
dent Jean-Bertrand Aris everywhere," said Lovely
the
police started the vio
Pierre-Louis,
19.
“I
saw
a
tide. In February, the for
mer priest fled the country man walking across that lence, which has plagued
a second time after a three- street with a boy, then the businesses and complicat
week revolt led by a street shooting came again, and ed efforts to help flood sur
he was on the ground with vivors in the northwestern
gang and former soldiers.
Weeks later, tensions his head bleeding, and the city of Gonaives.
Tropical Storm Jeanne
still are simmering with boy was running."
Messile Sylviani, a 30- left some 200,000 home
Aristide supporters de
year-old
beautician, said less people there who are
manding his return and an
her
salon
closed an hour living on rooftops and in
end to the “invasion" by
foreign troops. U.S. Mar after opening that Monday the street. Jeanne killed
ines arrived in Haiti the day morning, and she returned nearly 1,900 people and
Aristide left and handed home, a block from where left another 900 missing
with most presumed dead.
over to U.N. peacekeepers the man had been shot.
CARE
suspended
“Now
I'm
so
scared,"
sent in June to stabilize the
emergency
food
distribu
she said. “We're all stressed
country.
Rebels who want the out because we know tions for two days in Gon
interim government to for shooting could start again aives, which is supplied by
ship and by road from Portmally reinstate the army any time."
At an empty restaurant au-Prince.
that Aristide disbanded
“We have enough food
with
a board offering
have accused the peace
to
meet
needs for only four
keepers of doing little to chicken fish and pork,
halt the violence and say waiter Antoine Joseph, 46, or five days," said Abby
that they are ready to end said “I keep thinking if I Maxmari, Haiti's CARE
come, I'll get some money director.
it.
Unrest in the capital
On Oct. 11, as mourn to bring home to my wife
also
blocked access to the
and
kids.
But
everyone
is
ers gathered for the funeral
seaport
for several days,
afraid
to
go
out."
of five assassinated police
He said he hasn't had a cutting off the major route
officers, gunfire crackled
client
since Sept. 29, the for U.N. World Food Pro
around the capital and
day
before
the demonstra gram shipments.
businesses shut their doors
tion. The headless bodies
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church--------"Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord, praise ye the Lord.
Psalm 150: 6
Greetings in the name
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You talk about pivotal

related his dilemma when

every Sunday. It was this

ence A. Williams and the

moments in a young man’s

cordially invite you to

Upcoming events:

Allen Temple A.M.E.,
Tampa, FL at 6 p.m.

life, at the age of fourteen,
Jeffery Brinson faced one

Jeffery, whom he refers to
as his younger brother, sud

past summer at the Na

Mt. Zion church family

a.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6
p.m.

• Sunday, Oct 24 Debutante and Masters-

denly turned his constant

Charlotte, NC that Jeffery

attend worship services

• Oct. 24-29 - The
64th session of the Tampa

• Monday, Oct 25 -

that most people can only

"let’s go play" to "let’s go

finally accepted his call to

Women’s Missionary So

dream of. There he stood

Annual Conference is
here. We invite members,

ciety
• Tuesday, Oct. 26 -

before his pastor (Rev. A.

to church."
Brinson said that he

the ministry.
On Oct. 10, under the
watchful eyes of his loving

the upcoming week. Our
early morning service be

friends and family out for

Opening Worship Service

the Stewart-Isom church

felt the Lord’s calling upon
his life at the age of seven.

a week of exciting servic

at 10 a.m. The Rev.

family, a number of long

Like most ministers, he

the pastor turned to Brin

gins at 7:30 a.m. with

es.

All churches of the

Williams of Mt. Zion

Tampa Conference will

A.M.E. will preach the
opening sermon.

didn’t answer the call to the
ministry immediately even

son and asked, "Did the

praise and thanksgiving
filling the sanctuary as we

time ministers of the Gos
pel, and his family ... about
to deliver his initial ser

though he continued on his

• Wednesday, Oct 27

mon. Among his family

Pastor

- Young People’s Division

were his mother, father, sis

Christian journey.
He served as an usher;

• Thursday, Oct 28 Sons of Allen

ter, brother, grandmother,

he sang in the choir; he was

ordered him to "Preach the

one of the star players on
the Good Shepard’s Bas

Word!!" Upon that admon
his initial sermon from lst

with us at 9l9-20th St S.
this Sunday. We also invite
you to all our services in

prepare our hearts and
minds for worship. Our
church school commences
at 9:30 a.m.; we encourage
you to join us as we collec
tively learn more of the
Word of God together. Our
contemporary worship ser

once again come together
at the St Petersburg Co
liseum hosted by Bethel
A.M.E. All services will
be held at The

Colise

um, 535 Fourth Ave. N.
As we approach the end
of another conference

• Friday, Oct. 29 -

Football team. He enjoys

sister, Dasha.

ketball

Brinson is a freshman
at Northeast High School

reading and listening to
various types of music. He

He was introduced by
his best friend, 15-year-old

church. He served as the

home? We extend an invi

where he plays running

has an 11-year-old brother,

Terry Bryant.

Youth

back on the Jr. Varsity

Jovonte, and a 3-year-old

lighted the audience as he

we lift high the name of

God has done, and look

tation to you to join us. We

Jesus in song. The Youth
Choir will render songs

forward to even greater
things in Christ. Join us

as a church share the Love

throughout the day; Come

for a dynamic week of

of God; we’d love to have
you!

prepared to give God all

worship; keep in mind

Thought for the week:

the glory and praise!
Other ministries in

when

clude:

spirit -what a time, what

•

Monday

-

Bible

Study, 6 p.m.

unite in one place, in one
a time, what a time!

All Blessings Flow"
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Missionary

the deacons this Sunday.
The Youth Choir will ren
der God's songs and serve

Baptist Church prayerfully

in ushering. Please come

service is held at 10:30
a.m.
Sunday school service
starts at 9:30 a.m. with the

invite you to attend wor

and support our children

assistant or superintendent

ship services with us at

and youth who seek to

3300 3lst St. S. each

serve Jesus Christ for if we

in charge.
We ask and pray that

Sunday. We also invite you

do not TRAIN them up in

all registered voters will go

to all church related func

the Lord we will answer to

out and vote. We have no

tions during the week.

God

voice if we don't vote.

Sr., the first family and
Friendship

Our first worship serv

as

their

parents.

Please come and support

ice is held at 7:45 a.m. with

our children! The sermon

the Youth Ministry in de

will be rendered by Pastor

votional service along with

Evans. A second worship

Praise God for His
mercy endures forever.

Micah Stampley, Bishop T. D.
Jakes* Protege and Winner of
2004 Stellar Awards Talent
Search, Recording First Album
Live on Oct 23

With a grand prize win
in the 2004 Stellar Awards
Gospel Star Search under
his belt and three tracks on
Bishop T.D. Jakes' "He-

Bryant de

Mid-morning focus of

pastor of New Philadelphia

Team

for

the

mother, Tangelia Dickens ,

Lord call you to preach?"
With an affirmative reply,
Robinson

relin

quished the lectern and

ishment, Brinson delivered
Corinthians 13: 1-12.

president of the Christian
Fellowship

and

attended Sunday school

Mt. Zion P.M.B. Church
Youth Ministries to
Present OctoberFest—

Solemnity of Servanthood at
New Philadelphia--------------------

"Praise God from whom

Check the schedule for

Pastor John A. Evans,

Jeffery Brinson

ers, and god-sisters.

vice is at 11 a.m. Join us as

children

great grandmother, uncles,
aunts, cousins, god-broth

Closing Worship Service
is at 10 a.m.
Looking for a church

year, let us give thanks
and praise for all that

God’s

Anthony Robinson, III),

tional Youth Conference in

for Saturday, Oct. 30.

prizes, food and lots of

Church family is also

On Saturday, Oct. 30,

The women’s ministry

reminded of other ministry

the Mt. Zion Youth Min

meetings scheduled for the

istries will present Octo-

Church family will observe

will hold a special meeting
on Monday evening at 6:30

coming week. The Trustee

berFest, the youth alterna

special concert by gospel

with Pastor, his call to

to finalize plans for church

Ministry will meet on

tive to the secular celebra

rap artist Rachel Wash

Christian ministry 37 years

anniversary

observance.

Monday at 7 p.m. and the

tion of Halloween!

ington.

ago. It was on Oct. 24,

All members of this group

CDC will convene on

1967, Don Gaskin experi

should be present for this

Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

from 4-8 p.m. with mime

Members are urged to be
present and on time for
these important ministry
gatherings.

performances, a live DJ,

praise and worship at New
Philadelphia on Sunday
will

be

“servanthood.”

Community Church.

enced a mystical encounter
theologically perceived to
be a “call” to “serve.” The

important gathering. This
will be the final meeting
before
pre-anniversary

past 14 years have been as

“brunch” event scheduled

Prayer Tower C.O.G.I.C.-------- Planning" by Roy James of

Sunday, Oct. 24 at 11:30

Palm Beach.
• Men and Women

a.m. The guest speaker will

Conference at Prayer Tow

pany.

be Chairman William Fos

er on Oct. 30 from 1 to 6

and lunch will be provided.

ter of the City of St. Peters

p.m.

The theme is "A

Please register by calling

burg Council.

Change in Direction." The

(727) 321-0670 or send an

p.m. guest church will be

men’s topic:

email to darlinaherring@

College Hill COGIC.

Cancer" by Dr. Dwyanne

• Family Day Services,

The 4:30

• Congratulations to

Brown.

"Prostate

Prudential Insurance Com
Conference is free

verizon.net.

Women’s Topic:

• Unity Day on Sun

Minister Ricardo Welch

"Input Determines Out

(ordination and license),

put." For the women’s ses

• Tutorial Program:

Elder

Coleman

sion, we will break up into

Mondays and Wednesdays

(license), and Elder Booker

two age groups: teen to 35

from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

T. Herring Sr. (license)

years of age; and 36-years-

with the COGIC Eastern

old and older.

Florida Jurisdiction

on

dees will participate in the

Saturday, Oct. 23 at First

second half of the confer

Church COGIC in West

ence regarding "Financial

Joseph

mise."

All atten

day, Oct. 31.

Everyone is welcome
to attend our special serv
ices and conference

This event will be held

games, arts and crafts,

fun.
There will also be

a

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church
is located at 955 - 20th St,
1
S. in St. Petersburg.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church-----------■
Bethel

Metropolitan

Baptist Church extends an

GET READY! GET

invitation to join us in the

READY! GET READY!
Bethel Metropolitan is

celebration,

cultivation

excited and eagerly await

and communication of His

ing our Fall Revival on

Word. Our doors are open

Nov. 8-10 at 7 p.m. night

for both 8 and 11 a.m.

ly. Dr. Larry G. Mills, pas

services on Sunday; Sun

tor of Mt. Sinai Missionary

day School at 9:30 a.m.,

Baptist Church in Orlando

and Prayer Meeting and

will be the revival preach

Bible Study on Wednesday

er. Mills is also the Mo

at 7 and 7:30 p.m. respec
tively.

derator of the Florida Gen

The Youth Ministry

West Coast Baptist Asso

will host a Family Fun Fest

ciation. If you need reviv

on Sunday, Oct. 31 from

ing, spiritual uplifting, and

4-7 p.m. Bring your fami

a glorious time praising the

ly and join them for an

Lord, join us and hear this

afternoon of food, fun and

eral Baptist Convention

games
tion as assistant minister of

dynamic man, grounded in
the Word of God.
dren, Brandon, Micah,

lifestyle of holiness, be

to the Louisiana town of

Motions" album, Dexterity/EMI recording artist

Lyrically, much of the

cause whatever's in our

Natchitoches where Stam

music at St. Agnes Baptist

Adam and Mary Elizabeth,

music on "The Songbook

spirit will go out into the

pley became minister of

Church, a move that would

and a fifth on the way - and

Micah Stampley is poised

of Micah" pours from the

church," says Stampley. "I

music at his father's new

change his life.

his music. "My wife and I

to soar. Stampley records

Marcus Dawson, a pro

heart and soul of Stamp-

have seen musicians and

his debut album, live, on

ley's personal experiences.

singers out in the church

started writing these songs

Stampley

ducer at Bishop Jakes'

Oct. 23 at Houston's St.

He is particularly fervent

long before I ever had a

moved to Pasadena, Cali

Dexterity Music, came to
St. Agnes to fill in for

recording contract," says

about the troubling behav

parking lot doing drugs,
drinking and then coming

Agnes Baptist Church.

right into the church to lead

in entertainment - audition

Stampley's boss who was

ing for acting, modeling
and singing jobs. Four

ill. When Dawson heard
Stampley's voice, the pro

that God has been giving us
this music."

years later, he returned to

ducer was blown away and

Natchitoches where he met

made a phone call to
Bishop Jakes.

putting "The Songbook of

It's been an extraordi

ior he has witnessed among

nary journey for Stampley,

some of his fellow church

praise and worship."

who grew up the son and

musicians and ministers of

grandson of pastors in Ba

music. In "At Your Heart's

Stampley has been
singing and working in mu

ton Rouge, Louisiana. "I'm

Door" he writes: “So many

church - Micah was 13.
In

1994,

fornia and pursued a career

Stampley. "It's been years

Mostly, though, he
looks forward to finally

more nervous now than I've

the songs are his explo

churches doing "ungodly"

times we offer God unac

sic ministries since age 12,
when the Baton Rouge pre-

ever been," he admits.

ration of redemption, wor

things, urging them to

ceptable sacrifices, think

teen was tapped for a solo

the

that

After a whirlwind year,

That it will be a live record

"There were times when I

ship and wholeness. Stam

change their ways. Stamp-

ing in our minds that God

with the renowned Gospel

Stampley and his brother

winning a national talent

ing only makes things

was poor and homeless -

pley even researched his

ley focuses his messages

understands.. .He's really

Soul Children at the 1984

founded years before at

search, earning the respect

but now I am really blown

namesake,

Biblical

on Christians who may

tired of this phony worship,

World's Fair in New Or

Northwestern State Uni

and guidance of Bishop

sweeter. "Recording live,
it's my element," says

away. My parents are now

Micah, and discovered that

have lost their way. "The

we're sending an odor into

leans.

After Stampley's

versity. After a brief stint

Jakes and others in contem

Stampley of the upcoming

proud of what I am doing

most of the prophet's mes

songs on this project cry

His nose...Give Him your

stunning performance, for

as a musician at Bishop

porary Gospel, Stampley

with my life."

sages were delivered via

out for people to return to

heart. Let God have con

mer Louisiana Governor

Paul Morton's Greater St.

stays grounded through his

Stampley and his wife,

rhythmic poetry - some

the reason we were created

trol. He'll free you from

Edwin Edwards called on

Stephens

continued

St.

recording. "Because I'm a
praise and worship leader,
live recording brings some

Heidi, wrote 7 out of 10

thing perhaps close to

- solely to worship Him,"

your

Stampley

Stampley to sing the na

Baptist Church in New

Agnes (he's still assistant

thing out of me that I

songs being recorded for

singing - and that most of

says Stampley. "I want this

wrote the lyrics nearly five

tional anthem at his inau

Orleans, Stampley relocat

minister of music there),

"The Songbook of Micah,"

the biblical Micah's mes

to be a reminder that the

years ago. "It's so impor

guration.

his devotion to family - the

wouldn't normally get in
the studio."

and the young artist says

sages

real soldiers don't compro-

tant for musicians to live a

Stampley's family moved

ed to Houston in 2001. In
Texas he accepted a posi-

were

the

aimed

at

sins...”

The next year,

his wife, Heidi, a singer in
Gospel

choir

Full

Gospel

work

at

Stampley's have four chil-

Micah" out in the world.
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Center for Catholic-Jewish Studies
at Saint Leo Unversity and Florida
Holocaust Museum Sponsor
"Kristallnacht: Looking Backward,
Looking Forward, Looking Inward"A Ceremony Of Remembrance
SAINT LEO, FLA. The Center for CatholicJewish Studies (CCJS) at
Saint Leo University and
the Florida Holocaust
Museum will sponsor
"Kristallnacht Commem
oration: Looking Back
ward, Looking Forward,
Looking Inward,"
on
Monday, Nov. 8, at 7 p.m.
at Kane’s Furniture Hall,
third floor, Florida Holo
caust Museum, St. Peters
burg, Fla. The service in
cludes reflective com
ments, candlelight prayer,
and songs from the Tampa
Bay Children’s Choir.
Kristallnacht means

"Night of the Broken
Glass," and commemorates
the night that marks the
beginning of the Holo
caust. On Nov. 9, 1938,
thousands of Jewish busi
ness
and
synagogues
throughout Europe were
vandalized and destroyed
by the Nazi regime.
The event is a collabo
ration between the Florida
Holocaust Museum, the
Center for Catholic-Jewish
Studies at Saint Leo
University, and the Tampa
Bay Children’s Choir to
promote acceptance and
coexistence within the
Tampa Bay communities.

The event is free and open,
and reservations can be
made by calling the muse
um at (727) 820-0100 at
ext. 234. Visit the muse
um’s web site at www.
flholocaustmuseum.org for
more information.
The Florida Holocaust
Museum honors the memo
ry of the innocent men,
women, and children who
suffered or died in the
Holocaust. The Museum is
dedicated to teaching the
inherent worth and dignity
of all human life in order to
prevent future genocides.
The Center for Catho
lic-Jewish Studies at Saint

Leo University is a contin
uing collaboration of the
American Jewish Com
mittee and Saint Leo
University to promote
understanding of Catholic
and Jewish traditions
through conferences, lec
tures, and publications.
Founded in 1906, the
American Jewish Com
mittee protects the rights
and freedom of Jews the
world over, combats big
otry and anti Semitism, and
promotes human rights for
all.

None Is Perfect But The Father!
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Smokie Norful's "Nothing Without
You" Debuts At #1
EMI Gospel Music
recording artist Smokie
Norful dispels the "sopho
more jinx" as his second
full-length CD, "Nothing
Without You" debuts in the
#1 position on Billboard's
Top Selling Gospel Chart
for the week ending Oct.
12. In addition, "Nothing
Without You" is also #4 on
the Christian Chart, #22 on
the R&B Chart and #57 on
the Top 200. At the same
time, Norful's gold-selling
debut, "I Need You Now,"
released over two years
ago, remains #1 on the
Gospel Catalog Chart.
Norful continues to prove
that he is gospel music's
leading man.
"Nothing Without You"
features soon to be classics
handcrafted by Norful
along with a host of leg
endary producers including
multiple award winner
George Duke, who lends
his skills to the cd's title
track.
Other producers
contributing to the project

Smokie Norful
include, Cedric & Victor
Caldwell, Alex "Asaph"
Ward, GRAMMY award
winners Myron Butler and
Tommy
Sims,
The
Underdogs' Antonio Dixon,
Percy Bady, Josiah Bell as
well as Norful himself.
As the sales numbers
demonstrate, the new disc
has something for every

one: from testimonial bal
lads and urban-inspired
grooves to foot-stomping,
hand-clapping
Sunday
morning church. The cd's
title track is a ballad
inspired by Norful's wife,
Carla, written on the occa
sion of their wedding.
The initial pressing of
"Nothing Without Yo"u is a

Limited Collector's Edition
that includes a live video of
the first single "Can't
Nobody." The Limited
Collector's Edition package
comes in a colored jewel
box and is further enhanced
with a link to www.smokienorful.com.
Norful is currently on a
promotional tour in support
of "Nothing Without You,"
making appearances in
cities including New York,
Detroit, Washington, DC,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
Atlanta and his hometown
of Chicago. He can also be
seen this month on TBN's
"Praise The Lord." On the
program, Norful will min
ister, discuss his new cd
and also perform selections
from the #1 selling album.
He will also perform songs
from the new CD on
"Bobby Jones Gospel" air
ing Sunday, Nov. 21 at 9
a.m. on BET.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
EXERCISE DAILY WALK WITH THE LORD!

Take Your
Burdens to the
Lord and Leave
Them There!

Saiqt John Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

(fact
Pillar and the Ground of Truth
930 - 18th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(Near Tropicana Field)
Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays) Prayer - 10:00am
James W. Paschal
Sabbath School -10:30am • Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm
Pastor
Come expecting a miracle!
For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643 • email: jpaschal@verizon.net

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Morning - 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

BetheL African Methodist EpiscopaL
Church

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

Pentecostal Teipple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street

Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388

Morning Glory

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St.
Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School ............. . 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship................ 10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study . Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 RM.

1

fBMpi

• 10:00am
•11:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Ministry Opportunities: Dance. Drama. Choir. Praise &
Worship, Children; Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.
Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

Real Love, Real People...
X Church That (Makes A. Difference!

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144

Third Avenue south

ST. PETERSBURG, FL
phone: 323-7518

1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33713
17271 898-5571 - Fax: 1727) 898-5581 - ewcc@email.com
Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

'utfdiny of (fod’s kingdom”

Genesis Worship Center Church

1

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School -9:30

a.m.

Morning Worship - 1t:OO

a.m.

Come Worship WITH
i

THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Blessed Hope Bible College
“To Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time ”
For A Limeted Time Only!

NO MONEY DOWN!!
St. John Missionary
‘Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
ClearWater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. FIeming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

............................. 8:00 a.m.
Sunday Service.
.................................9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship...................................11amBaptist Training Union......................... b:UU p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
‘Ihe church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
. Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson
President.Founder/Co-Founder

816 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603
813-237-6076
Toll Free: 1-877^428-6588
www.blessedhopebiblecollege.org
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RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

GREATER MT. ZlON

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

Your Church Ad

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Morning
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Pastor
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Could Be Here
Working for You!

“God's House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Email

^efti ^fhjtlahelphta Cmnmuntt^ Clfitrch
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Your Ad to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin..................................................................... Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry..................................................................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.................................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.......................................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St, Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack
Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

CONCORD MSSIOIMRY BAPTIST CHVRCH

WHEN YOU'RE
DOWN TO

All Worship Services are held at:
855 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

NOTHING,

Phone: (727) 244-0831
or 244-0832
Sunday School ..............................9:30 a.m.
Worship Experience ..................10:50 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday .....................................7:00 p.m.
In All thy Ways Acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy path. (Proverbs 3:6)

Rev. Willie D. Miller
Pastor

ILJI

Pastors
Elder Leon Lavelle Thomas
Pastor Vivian Powell Thomas

Elder: Tony Smith
IN

W
B

[J

C

SOMETHING!

207 - 10th Street North • St Petersburg, EL 33705

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School...........................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.....................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer.............................6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

77ze church where what God’s Word teaches
is practiced!

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Bro. Robert Smith

Schedule of Services
Church School ....... ....................9:30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................. 10 30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship...................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class..........7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship ................. 10 45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .........5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ......... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

“Where .Jesus Is Lord”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
M
F

10th Street Church Of God

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL,
Home: 896-8006

800 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
(727) 322-0113 • Alt: (727) 642-9839
Toll Free: (866) 890-1400
Sunday School:.......................................... ..10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship:................... .11:00 a.m.
Tuesday Night Bible Study:..........................7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Night Prayer:.............................. ....7:30 p.m.
Friday Night Praise Service:.................... ....7:30 p.m.

COD IS UP TO

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

The New Latter Day Deliverance Ministries, Inc.

r v-

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Ordained (Missionary
joknnie Mae Howard
Cad 727 895-5239

“One. weekfrom church makes one weak”

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

(jod’s
Own Heart...

Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

2550 9th Avenue S. • St Petersburg, FL

1 '

Cadfor (Prayers &
‘Testimonies

Early Morning Worship............... ..................'....7:00 a.m.
Sunday School..........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship...................................................110:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4:30 p.m.
Communion........................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............ .7:30 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Queen Street
Church

Os God In Christ

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

3734 - 13 lst Ave. N., Suite 6, Clearwater, EL 33762
Phone: (727) 540-0988 • Fax: (727) 556-0150
Email: corccclw@yahoo.com

''
■
Pastor Jerome and
Kisha Jordan

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Sunday School 9:30-10:45 a.m.
Morning Glory 10:45-11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:15 p.m.
« .

»

»

■ .

,

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
(727) 896-5228

Sunday Services:

4201 Sixth Street South * St. Petersburg, Florida
Petersburg, FL 33733-4542

Church School9am
Praise & Worship Service....10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service................. 6:30pm
Bible Study........ ■....................7pffl

Phone: 727.895.7700
Scheduled Services - Sunday
Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship ~ 9:45 a.m.
Warship Service - '10:00 a.m.
Communion - Every First Sunday Bible Study,-Tuesday at '6:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.

Pastor
Rev. Inella Paris

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Assistant Pastor

7 4&iW —

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
P

place where you can experience the breath of
God that giveth life"

All Worship Services are held at:

(JduAt tde ootid %oe6,

Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Sunday

8am, 11am Morning Worship
9:45am Church School
5pm Celebration

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"A New Beginning In Christ"

Mailing Address: F.CL Box 14542 •

5D5 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship ..................................... 7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ..............10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...............5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ......Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.

City of Refuge
Christian Church of Clearwater

JkHMHF

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Rev. G. M. Curry

The members would like to invite
you arid your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

ynowtd io oittddty zmmL..,

Jto

us as we lift up the name ofJesus

Monday
Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer
Wednesday
Noonday Prayer
6-8pm Kid’s Club
6:30pm Ministerial Training
7:30-8:45pm Bible Study
Thursday
Worship & Performing Arts Ministry
Monday. Wednesday. Saturday
6am Prayer

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Dominion worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dWc.tripod.com
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■During the 2000 Presidential election, Republicans in Florida robbed African Americans of the right to
vote by listing legally registered voters as deceased and even as convicted criminals. Coupled with
out-of-date voting machines, the Republicans created the biggest voter fraud in American history,
nis election is your chance io right the wrongs of the past Vote Democratic and let the Republicans
know that American democracy cannot be bought, sokLor stolen again.
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For information about your local polling place and rides to the polls, call
the Democratic Florida Voting Hotline at 1-110-W1N-FL-04 (1-800-946-3504).
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Paid for by tho Democratic National Committee, www.Dsmocrats.org. This communication is not authorized by any candidate or'candidate’s committee:
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EDUCATION
Ford Announces New Business Plan
Competition for Black Colleges and
Universities---------------------------------------Ford Motor Company
recently announced the
Historically Black College
and Universities (HBCU)
Business Classic competi
tion in Washington, D.C.
The national business plan
competition is open to over
370,000 students attending
119 HBCU schools across
the country.
"Ford continues to rec
ognize a need in the black
business community to
educate and develop the
next generation of black
entrepreneurs," said Tony
Brown, senior vice presi
dent, Global Purchasing,
Ford Motor Company.
Together at the press conference in Washington, D.C., to announce the Ford
"This competition will
HBCU
Business Classic national business plan competition for HBCU students
empower HBCU students
are
(l-r):
Tony Brown, senior vice president, Global Purchasing, Ford Motor
to achieve personal wealth,
Company;
Lezli Basketville, president/CEO, National Association for Equal
and its residual effect of
Opportunity in Higher Education; HBA Hall of Famer David Bing, chairman,
building
communities
The Bing Group and HBCU Business Classic competition judge; and Barron
through economic devel
Harvey, Ph.D., Dean, Howard University School of Business.
opment, one of the core
photo credit: Ron Ceasar
goals of Ford Motor
An advisory panel of of prestigious entrepre Rice, president of Johnson
Company since its incep
SCORE "Counselors to neurs which include: Publishing and Susan
tion."
America’s Small Business" Earvin "Magic" Johnson, Taylor, editorial director of
To enter, individuals or
will then judge the plans president of Magic John Essence magazine.
teams of two to five stu
The first place team
based on the following son Enterprises; Dave
dents and a faculty advisor
judging criteria: overall Bing, Chairman of The will receive $35,000 in
must submit a 10-page
presentation of the busi Bing
Group;
George personal scholarship funds
business plan via the Ford
ness plan, its viability of a Fraser, bestselling author and $15,000 in funds for
HBCU Business Classic
successful and overall ben and president of FraserNet; their prospective school.
website at www.ford.com/
efit to the community. Earl "Butch" Graves, Jr., The second and third place
go/hbcu. The plans must
They will narrow the com president & CEO of Earl teams will also receive
be comprised of these main
petition down to five semi G. Graves Publishing $20,000 and $15,000 in
elements: type of business,
final teams that will Company; Renee Cottrell- scholarship funds and
product or service, pricing
advance to the finals.
Brown, executive vice $10,000 and $5,000 in
considerations, target mar
The five finalists will president Pro-Line Inter scholarship funds to their
ket and competition, and
then be judged by a group national; Linda Johnson prospective schools.
general operations.

Making Education a Top Priority--------sage, co-director of Cam
paign for America's Future.

(NAPSM) - Improv

The non-partisan Na

ing America's future starts

tional Mobilization initia

with its children. That's the
reason many teachers, par

tive is designed to help get
Americans talking about

country are attempting to

ents and community mem

the successes and chal

teach kids without text

bers are working together

lenges

public

books, cutting programs

to ensure a better public

schools - and the need for

from the arts to physical

school education for all of

citizen action to make edu

the nation's children. Be

cation a greater priority at

education and doing it all
in decades-old facilities

facing

"Schools across the

cause they believe educa

tion to the forefront of cur

every level of government.

that are badly in need of

tion is a top priority, they

rent policy debate. That's

repair,"

want to make sure their
voices are heard by voters,

why the National Educa
tion Association, MoveOn

"This is not just about
narrow reforms and the

elected officials and the
media.

.org, Campaign for Ameri

lack of resources for edu
cation. We believe we must

Association of Community
Organizations for Reform

ca's

ACORN,

make education a higher

"There are some sig
nificant concerns in our

NAACP Voters Fund, and

priority from the commu

Now (ACORN).
To learn how you can

U.S. Hispanic Leadership

nity level to the federal

become a part of the Na

communities

Institute have joined forces
as the National Mobiliza

government if we are to

tional

provide every child access

tion

to a high-quality educa

Great Public Schools, visit
www.greatpublicschools.o

tion," said Robert Boro-

rg-

on

issues

such as early childhood
education, high school
graduation rates, the condi

Future,

for

Great

Public

Schools.

added

Maude

Hurd, national president of

Mobilization

tions of school facilities,
adequate and equitable
funding,
closing
the
achievement gap and the
impact of the so-called No
Child Left Behind Act,"
said Reg Weaver, president
of the National Education
Association. "There has
never been a more critical
time for people to get
involved with the issues
that impact our public
schools."
Weaver says it's impor
tant for people to elevate
issues that affect America's
children and public educa

. The Seventh Annual
African American Health Forum

M> VOW HAVE A
M1NOMTY-OW0MO BUSIMSSS?
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Then Let The Office of Supplier Diversity Help You!
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A Free Family Event
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Focused On Healthy Living
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Saturday, November 6, 2004
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Johnnie Ruth Clarke Health Center
at the Historic Mercy Hospital Campus
1344 22nd Street South
7:30am — Registration
9:00am - 2:00pm - Day Includes:
Free health screenings, lunch, education,

The Florida Peptrnwet otimgpoTtotbfi
t FPOTi tmjwets swtrty ewty feett of
from btgwayes to railways
and few airports to seaports.
This diversity briags the toucra of Florida
a htmantor range afsksIbs and kntswiedge
toeeware onr tn»n«pnrtattoni <yi»w*n U
sate. eOrtent aad emetoetsi to passible,

entertainment and fun family activities
for adults and children

To Register In Advance, Please Call:
Screenings Include:

727.895.3627
Sponsored In Part By A Generous Grant From

Jessie

Ball auloiit PunJ

Blood Pressure, Cholesterol,
PSA (prostate), Blood Sugar
Vision and more

Bayfront
Medical Center

Screenings Provided By: National Black Nurses Association, Office of Minority

WOF S’ mfeSSBURS

it~

Health at Pinellas County Health Department arid Sickle Cell Disease Awy-intin^ of
America, St. Petersburg Chapter, Pfizer, Drs. Nancy Bryant and Deborah Flanagan,
and Alcon Laboratories

for
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

ITEMS FOR SALE
BRAND NEW QUEEN
double-sided pillow top mat
tress set in plastic. Sacrifice
$130. Can deliver. 727-5863555.
BRAND NAME KING
SIZE LUXURY PILLOW
TOP mattress. Never used.
Must sell $183. Will deliver.
727-584-6008.
Bed. New full size mattress
set with warranty. Sacrifice
$122. Can deliver. 727-5859766.
NEW
BLACK
IRON
CANOPY BED and mattress
set. Still packaged. Must sell.
$274. Will deliver. 727-5863088. •

MEET
YOUR
MATCH

RECREATION COORDINATOR - City of Gulfport.
Specializing in teens and family programs/activities and con
tractual teacher recruitment. BA/BS in recreation, physical edu
cation, early childhood or related field preferred. Two years
experience in recreation or child care programs required. Must
be available nights and occasional weekends. Entry $10.75/hr.
Background/drug screenings will be conducted. Applications
accepted at Gulfport City Hall, 2401 53rd Street So., Gulfport,
FL, or Gulfport Recreation Center, 5730 Shore Blvd. So. 33707.
Position open until filled. E.O.E.

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157
$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

VOTE
ON
NOV. 2

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

A Unique Profession!!

PLEASE EMAIL ALL ADS TO:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

NOTICE OF ACTION
BEFORE THE FLORIDA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION
IN RE: The license to practice Real Estate of: Jack E. Patterson,
2009 West Dekle Avenue, #2, Tampa, Florida 33606. Case No.
2003055376. The Department of Business and Professional
Regulation, has filed an Administrative Complaint against you, a
copy of which may be obtained by contacting the Division of
Real Estate, 400 W. Robinson St., Suite N-801, Orlando, FL
32801, (407) 481-5632. If no contact has been made by
November 11,2004, the matter of the Administrative Complaint
will be presented at an ensuing meeting of the Florida Real
Estate Commission in an informal proceeding.

RNs, LPNS

r

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

LOTTO

CUSTOMER CARE
PROFESSIONAL
Requires hgh school diploma (or
mMfwti of on* yw
customer service/sales experience,
and a Bfoflciency in hilling systems.
« Career Growth Potential»Free Cable
. & Internet • MeOfcai/De«a!/Vision

UtfBIOOISIl

MIW:
Passing sensation of hotness
without sweating.

bright
house
gCC/M/MW.

Moderate:

£»tg sewn

Sensation of hotness with
sweating but you can continue
with activities.

Severe:

968 142 320

Children Can’t Vote.

You Can.

Black high school student drops out.

Every 2 mmutes 4 Black bain is born into poverty,

7-3 6-1 4-2

Bonded & Insured

• Ute & Disability Insurance • Tishon

AppRcettons muetb* recefwd no

CA$H 3

Uverv 52

(727) 433-1349

Rein*urse(W« • Paw Holidays & Time
Off ««1K Bans More!

&HHAJCNAS

GOD BLESS AMERICA!

026 798 265

AH Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

FIREFIGHTER/PARAMEDIC - City of Gulfport. Must be
FL State certified FF/Paramedic (Pinellas County Certified
Paramedic preferred but not necessary). Must have current CPR
card, Fla. Class “D” driver license, EVOC training preferred.
Background investigation will be conducted including poly
graph, psychological & physical examinations w/drug screening.
Applicant must successfully pass the physical ability test. Entry
$35,010 annually. Applications accepted through 10/29/04 at
2401 53rd St. So., Gulfport, FL 33707. E.O.E.

We All Shine!

Qialifiea candidates should apply in
eeraan at our main office 2S30 Drew
Street ClurMbt, Florida 33785.

24-32-46

415

“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship "

r

Sensation of intense hotness
with sweating that prohibits
continuation of activities.
Also night sweating that
results in awakening.

7-15-20

f t PR1 DA

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
SpeciaIizing In
Affordable
Llfe*Health«Dental«Vision
Disability*Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Bright House Networks,

(FL License Required)
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Everv 4 minutes a Black babv is born without health insurance.

There
Is A
Reason
To Read
The
Weekly
Challenger

Flashes?
We're seeking women who are experiencing Hot
Flashes to partidpate in a clinical research study of an
investigational medication for hot flashes. Qualified
partidpants will receive study-related exams and
investigational medication at no cost and may be
compensated for their time.
Call Mon-Fri for more Information

727.343.4706

Ry\oi>MMrr*
K ISS M A KCH

6010 Park Boulevard. Pinellas Park, FL
www,radi antresearch. com

5-8 3-6 1-4

,

Remember to lake a

Child

to Vote VVtt.ll You!

The Children** Defense Fund

(tollfree)

www.vhiklfensdvfeiLs'v.ofg

Your
ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Go after your goals and don't be
afraid to ask for assistance. Confusion is apparent and you'll need
some sound advice if you want to do the right thing. Rest and
relaxation may be required; minor health problems will prevail if
you don't watch your diet. You might find that delays will cause
setbacks and upset.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Quarrels will erupt if you get into
philosophical debates with friends. Your best results will come
through business trips. You will attract potential lovers, but be
sure that they're unattached. You've been a little down and you
need a lift.
GEMINI (May 22-June 27) You will have good ideas for home
improvement projects. Don't be too eager to spend what's left
over; more unexpected expenses are evident. Do not yield to
children or relatives when they really don't deserve it. You could
be drawn to events that concern children.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Problems with ear, nose or the
throat are likely. A quiet restful day just staying in bed or catch
ing up on reading will be your best bet. Travel will be fun, but
expect it to cost you. You'll have problems with authority figures
if you don't play by the rules.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Look into real estate. Look for profes
sional guidance if it will help unite the family. Strengthen your
position among your peers. Do not let in-laws upset you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Be aggressive and colorful, and you
will get your way. Take care of any dealings with government
agencies. Be inquisitive about unfamiliar circumstances. You
may find yourself interested in more than one person.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) You will easily charm members of
the opposite sex. Be cautious when dealing with foreigners.
Partnerships will be successful. Avoid any gossip and be careful
that you aren't misinterpreted.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You will be emotional about your
personal life. Don't evade issues or twist the truth around.
Difficulties at an emotional level may be likely. Your greatest
enjoyment will come through social activities and pleasure trips.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Relationships have not been
the best for you lately and it's left you somewhat gun shy.
Acknowledge your lover's needs. Don't count on your friends to
be loyal when it comes to doing things. You may be in love this
week, but who knows what tomorrow may bring.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) You can enjoy the company of
others and come in contact with an ideal mate, if you get out and
mingle. Your energetic personality will make you the center of
attention at social gatherings. You may need a good friend to lean
on. Your irritability will lead to family squabbles.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Your irritability will lead to fam
ily squabbles. You can make major decisions regarding your pro
fessional direction. Take care of any medical problems if they've
been troubling you. Pamper yourself; the self esteem it brings
you will be most gratifying.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Change will be required to make
your life more harmonious. Speak of your future goals, inten
tions, and commitments. You will be able to make favorable
changes in your living quarters. Travel or short trips will proba
bly be your best outlet.

The Weekly Challenger
2500 M. L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph: (727) 822-8996 o Fax: (727) 823-2568

DIAL 2-1-1
2-1-1 is Pinellas County's only 24hour program that provides informa
tion & referrals on local health/human
services, volunteer opportunities,
donation referrals, and crisis intervention/problem-solving counseling for
individuals. Cell phone users must
dial (727) 562-1542.

Subscription Cost:
$15.00 - 6 Months

$30-Yearly

Name:
Address: _
City/State/Zip:
Phone #:
New Subscription:___

Date Paid:

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

(or)

:

(or)

Cash

Renewal:___

Check #

fIff/l

Amount Paid: $
Comments:

The Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996

CALL TODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make Checks Payable to: The Weekly Challenger
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IN THE KNOW
Derek Luke Stars in Friday Night
Lights —--------------------------- ----------------

The Queen of Movies and Music

A true story of a high school football team in Odessa, Texas

A confrontation between teammates.

Luke stars as Boobie Miles.
Now
in
theatres,
"Friday Night Lights"
Derek Luke stars in the
true story of Boobie Miles,
a high school football play
er from Odessa, Texas who
was the powerful running
back for the Permian Pan
thers. His dream of star
dom on the college circuit
is jeopardized by a serious
knee injury. Luke, the
young actor who first came
to our attention in title role
of "Antwone Fisher," stars
along with Oscar winner
Billy Bob Thornton as the
coach and country-western
star, Tim McGraw, in his
film debut. Other young
stars on the winning foot
ball team include Jay
Hernandez, Lucas Black,
Garrett Hedlund and Lee
Thompson Young.
Luke says, "This is a
bittersweet story of group
of guys who come from
various
ethnic
back
grounds and are modem
day warriors who bond
together to win. I liked
playing Boobie. On one
hand, he was the bold,
good-looking athlete who
got all the girls in high
school. Now as an actor, I
get to be that guy.
However, the sad thing is

there are many guys like
Boobie who live and
breathe the game. They
have no plans for their
lives, if they can’t play
ball. That happened to
Boobie and that’s the
unfortunate thing about it I
hope this movie will show
young athletes that they
have to look beyond the
game."
The story has been
hailed by Sports Illustrated
as one of the top five great
est sports stories of all
time. Every Friday from
September through De
cember, a dazzling, disori
enting glow, visible on the
stark horizon for miles
around, ignites the black
ened sky of Odessa, Texas.
Looming over the land
scape, Ratliff Stadium, the
country’s biggest high
school football field, over
flows with 20,000 specta
tors.
The crowd’s jubilation
rises to fever-pitch as the
Permian Panthers, Odes
sa’s "boys in black," take
to the field like warriors in
an ancient coliseum. Once
a week during the fall, this
town and its dreams are
carried on the padded
shoulders of these young

gridiron heroes, illuminat
ed beneath the autumnal
glare of those Friday night
lights that serve as a bea
con of hope to the towns
folk of this dusty West
Texas town. "Friday Night
Lights" is the true Ameri
can story of a group of
young athletes, their town
and their dreams.
Luke is currently in
New Orleans shooting his
second film this year for
Jerry Bruckheimer, "Glory
Road." In this film based
on a true story, Luke will
play the star basketball
player on an all-black team
in the l960’s who goes on
to beat an all-white unde
feated Kentucky team in
the NCAA finals.
Handsome and gifted
with a winning grin, Luke
was relatively unknown
except for appearances on
the television series "Moesha" and "The King of
Queens."
During the casting
process for "Antwone
Fisher" (2002), Luke’s
determination and perse
verance paid off when he
caught the attention of the
film’s first-time director,
Denzel
Washington,
amongst hundreds of other

young hopefuls. A New
Jersey native and former
employee at the Sony
Pictures gift shop (where
he sold candy for five
years), Luke auditioned for
the role of Antwone Fisher
five times over a four-year
period before he finally
won the starring role that
marked his big break into
feature films, playing the
real-life black sailor who
must overcome his rage
over the traumas of his
youth. The young actor
was heaped with critical
accolades for his emotion
al, vulnerable perform
ance.
Luke was next seen
starring in "Biker Boyz"
(2003) opposite Laurence
Fishbume and Kid Rock,
playing a rookie AfricanAmerican
motorcycle
street racer hoping to de
throne the reigning champ.
Luke also recently
starred in the critically
acclaimed
independent
film, "Pieces of April,"
opposite Katie Holmes and
Patricia Clarkson.
Luke was last seen
starring opposite Val Kil
mer in the David Mamet
feature "Spartan" for War
ner Bros. Studios.

NEW YORK (AP) - At
34, Queen Latifah is
decades away from receiv
ing a Social Security check.
Still, she already knows
what she wants to be doing
when she becomes a senior
citizen - and rhyming on
stage to the hip-hop beat that
made her famous isn't one of
them.
"I couldn't see me rap
ping," says Latifah between
drags of a cigarette, loung
ing around her hotel suite.
"With acting, I can see me
doing that until I'm old and
gray. But I couldn't see per
sonally rapping forever and
ever."
Which explains why the
rap pioneer, who broke into
the male-dominated field
with hits like "Ladies First"
and "UNITY" in the late
'80s and early '90s, has
downshifted on her new
album to a soothing blend of
soft jazz, big band, soul and
standards.
"I wanted to be able to
grow somewhere, and I felt
like, when I start making
this kind of music, this is
really the kind of music I
can do for the rest of my
life," she says of "The Dana
Owens Album," titled after
her real name. "I can contin
ue to build on it and get
more creative with it. I can
sing these songs 'til I'm old
and gray."
Latifah is always think
ing long-term, which may
be why she's been able to
morph from successful rap
per to sitcom star ("Living
Single") to talk show host
(the ill-fated "Queen Latifah
Show") to one of Holly
wood's potential superstars an Oscar-nominated actress
with box-office draw ("Chi
cago," "Bringing Down the
House").
Now she hits the big
screen again in the actioncomedy flick "Taxi," costar
ring Jimmy Fallon from
"Saturday Night Live" - but
it's Latifah who gets top
billing.
"It was that combina
tion of critical acclaim of
'Chicago' and this body of
work that I brought already
to the table and the financial
success of 'Bringing Down
the House' that at the same
time created this little per
fect storm of Queen Latifah

Queen Latifah’s career continues to evolve.
business," she says.
'Her instrument is that
evolved'

So far, the flood of proj
ects has included last fall's
hit "Scary Movie 3,"
"Barbershop 2" and the
upcoming "Beauty Shop" —
a female spinoff of the
"Barbershop" franchise.
It's a gratifying time for
the star, who struggled to
find the right vehicle for her
talents after wowing movie
audiences and critics with
her explosive turn as Cleo in
the 1996 girl-robber flick
"Set It Off."
"A lot of the roles were
actually on their way
already, but it just took time.
I think the opportunities
have come after the Oscar
(nomination)," she says,
referring to her 2003 per
formance as Matron Morton
in the musical "Chicago."
"Chicago" not only
opened doors for her in act
ing, but also in the musical
arena.
Ron Fair, president of
the A&M record label and a
producer on the "Dana
Owens" album, had long
been a fan of Latifah's pipes.
"I first became aware of
Dana as a singer from her
performance of 'Lush Life'
in 'Living Out Loud,' " he
says of the 1998 movie that
featured Latifah as a night
club singer.
"I was struck by the fact
that she was a rapper who
could sing that well. It's kind
of like somebody who first
got their driver's license and
their first car is a Ferrari.
Her instrument is that
evolved that it's a very natu
ral thing."

After that flick, offers
came in for Latifah to do a
jazz album, including from
Fair. But Latifah wasn't
ready to let go of her rap
persona, even though it's
been years since she made a
dent on the rap charts.
"I was still rappin' and I
still wanted to rhyme, so I
didn't want to put this album
out just yet, because I knew
if it became somewhat of a
hit, then I would have to
have to continue on with it,"
she says.
Although she insists she
can still hang with today's
rap crowd artistically, it's a
different scene than when
she reigned supreme.
"If you wanna curse,
you're always going to outcurse me. If you wanna
strip, you're always going to
get more naked than me,"
she says. "Consciousness
and different things going
on in the world and personal
experiences, those are the
kind of things that I wanted
to get more into."
'As long as it's funny'

While Latifah isn't will
ing to compromise herself
for her music, there were
some critics who felt she did
just that in her acting career
with last year's blockbuster
"Bringing
Down
the
House," co-starring Steve
Martin. Although it grossed
more than $130 million,
some (including Spike Lee)
felt her role as a jive-talking
con who shakes up the
Martin's whitebread world
was stereotypical. "Boondocks" mastermind Aaron
McGruder skewered her
endlessly in his comic strip,
while others questioned her

judgment
Latifah didn't see a rea
son to apologize - and still
doesn't.
"I can't be worried
about that. To me, I would
rather push the envelope a
little bit, go right to the
edge, as long as it's funny. If
it ain't funny, you can forget
about it anyway," she says,
comparing herself to come
dians like Red Foxx,
Whoopi Goldberg and
Richard Pryor, who used
race in their acts to talk
about cultural barriers.
"I think there were some
over-the-top things in the
movie, but I don't think
there was anything ex
tremely stereotypical that
was that offensive. I'm not
trying to make some major
political statement," she
says.
"It's easy for people out
side of what we do to talk
about it, but they don't see
the real battles that we fight
everyday, that we break
down stereotypes ... There's
really nobody out there that
could tell me anything.
Because they don't see those
battles."
Besides, Latifah adds,
as the movie's executive
producer, she was able to
employ more minorities and
become a Hollywood power
broker.
As far as her future, she
says she would like her next
"production" to be a baby
and jokes that she's already
practicing for it. But ask her
about her private life and the
fiercely private Latifah
makes a "putting on the
brakes" signal, letting you
know you'll get no farther
on that subject.
She'd prefer to put the
focus back on her projects,
and right now, the one that
seems closest to her heart is
the "Dana Owens" album.
"I just hope that people
will be receptive to it and
give it a listen," she says. "I
hope they'll enjoy it enough
to buy it and if they buy
enough of them - then I'm
going to come out and per
form it for them."

Elect Experience and Integrity

VOTE EARLY
FOR THE NOVEMBER 2 GENERAL ELECTION
AT ONE OF THE LOCATIONS LISTED BELOW

OCTOBER 18 - NOVEMBER I
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8 am - 6 pm • SATURDAY 9 am - 5 pm
COURTHOUSE
315 Court St, Rm. 117
CLEARWATER

ELECTION SERVICE CENTER
14255 49th St N., Ste. #202
CLEARWATER

COUNTY BLDG.
501 lst Ave. N.
ST. PETERSBURG

EAST LAKE COMMUNITY
UBRARY
4125 East Lake Rd.
BALM HARBOR

PINELLAS BARK PUBLIC UBRARY
7770 52nd St
PINELLAS PARK

SEMINOLE COMMUNITY UBRARY
(St. Petersburg College)
Seminole Campus • 9200 113th St N.
SEMINOLE

JAMES WELDON JOHNSON

DUNEDIN PUBLIC UBRARY
223 DougIasAve.
DUNEDIN

TARPON SPRINGS CITY HALL
(West Entrance) 324 Pine St E.
TARPON SPRINGS

BRANCH UBRARY

(Community Room) 1059 18th Ave. S.
ST PETERSBURG

Jim Coats is the only qualified candidate tor Pinellas County Sheriff in this
election. Vote for the candidate with experience, integrity and proven
leadership -Jim Coats.
KaiteftaFlMicSafetjaiiFlbtee

sarwe oriented law enforcement ap/mry for

Thirty-three years of law enforcement
ELI experience at the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office.
Eq Nine years as Chief Deputy at the Pinellas
Hl County Sheriff’s Office, supervising an agency
with nearly 3,000 members and a budget over
two hundred million dollars.
nf Appointed by the Governor to seive as interim
Sheriff in two Florida counties when those sheriffs
were under investigation for misconduct
FBI National Academy Graduate.

aflcffcens of Pineias County."

□f

Lz_J

Florida State Certified Law
Enforcement Officer, with a BA Degree
in Criminal Justice,
lyi U.S. Air Force veteran. .
□f
IL

A leader with the Boys & Girls Clubs of
the Suncoast, and the Sheriff’s Police
Athletic League (PAL)

For Sheriff
•SheriffEveretfS. Rice
•Fraternal Order ct Police, Lodge 43
•Pinellas County Polce Benevolent Assoc
•Pinetes County Council of Firefighters

«State Attorney Bernie McCabe
• The St. Petersburg Times

•Phellas Realtor Organization
«Tarrpa Say Builders Association

To request an absentee ballot please call (727) 464-6788
Deborah Clark * Supervisor of Elections • PineIlas Coun

SBH
"I will continue to maintain a professional,
lechnolocicallv advanced fiscally sound and

1 want torrtake it crystal dearths! the Pinellas County Democratic Party neither
supports nor endorses the candidacy ol Hr. Sponge (Bute The Love Sponge
Clem) for county sheriff '.

Tom Stack, Chairman, Pin alias County Democratic Executive Committee

C8ATS
EXPERIENCE* INTEGRITY
PoBcalafert'setnert paid lor end approved by Jim Coats
RepuScanteSheiif.

